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A ___ F0 TAX ISONER
‘root all - ow aou e po tax, e poll tax
riots of last year and the states response to

\‘\ gm L1»1

the resistance against this brutal tax.Hoever,
don't forget the people who have become victims
in the laws attempts to make examples of those
who dare to defy the fuclcers.The Trafalgar
Square Defendants Campaign was set up to help
people fight the charges against them & organ-
ise suppor-t,it is a n of-aligned group unlike
Militant party builders dominated Federation.
The Prisoners Group is a section of TSDC set up Q
to specifically look after the welfare of those
imprisoned for demonstrating against the poll
taxflfou can help by writing letters to prison- Q
ers showing that people outside are thinking of
them.'I'he prisoners group also arranges visits,
sends in money,papers,books,radios etc.If you 5

TSDC C/o Room 205/Panther House/58 Mount Pleas-

Money is needed to keep the whole thing going,
so donations,benefit gigs etc would be appreci-
ated‘ POLL TAX PHISONERS LIST
some PRIS omens-

-o

want more info,write to 'I'he Prisoners Group/ K

ant/London ‘-C1X TelO71 855 8958 y

e 1 I 011sTH} ADOLEE3 CE ABATE
I

‘NuDaniel Attwood-K'I‘150} Paul Jacob-RA0711 -4---'
I-IMP Brixton,Jebb Avenue, ALSO HMP BRIXTON. ' I
London SW2 .5XF _ L
CONVICTED PRISONERS : PHANTOM OF THE OPRobert Robinson aka Simon 0' Reilly-RA741,Hl-'[P I 11 AI.mOul__Nz 155m'"fir',;'I""""""" "' ' ""“"""']"""""""""""""""""""""'h'_‘n_
Camp Hi1l,Clissold Rd,Newport,Isle Of Wight, nP3S‘Kpnt'Nl_112 4,“ ‘
PO50 5BP' AND don't forget to km‘ 1 ti 1_ p r-' .Mayne Calder-N‘1‘O082,HP-DFOI Hunteroome,Huntercome your P011 tax, Nonflmympm ‘Hp WI}; i Y: Hint‘: ind
P1ace1Nuffie1dvHen]-93' on Thames-"I0x°n1RG9 5313 2 years in bootland is still at an 1r1<r¢»dil>,n
Alan C1arke_Mv2254'HMP Pent0mri11e'CaledOnian level of 1?-14 million despite rneus tourt ml» u- mm TIIE
R§'L°“d°“ N7 BTT _ 1naa,threato of hoillifro etc tho govt 1
M%°ha°¥ Nea'1_NZ5973'a1S0 HM? Pentomjulle’ 510911111’ to buy off peoples doubts h Hnlnl : = I
Dim Paine—MW O2051,a1so 1-IMP Pentonville. 3 "review of ltibut not untll artrrlun HI H
Z3-Chili’? 0Bb°11I‘F1e N99245:?-150i P9T\t0nVi119- election of oou_rse,wel1 fuck that‘ We w.mt t V
Brian Pavares-I'N5239,HP'EP 'vJandsworth,Heathfield ngthlng but ltq total abolition H H m I
Hd,'ulandsworth,London,Sw18 EPB way out so lets iv it
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Tim Dvnaehy-MwO1O5,a1sO HMP Wand-"worth the London demo this MARLH 221-<1 the h1,»,'.~-1 oh.-
Darren Heale -RA218 also I-IPIP Wandsworth YET-
still shows 1;}-1;-u,(;°0d Btu-f;(N0 Emu pretty positive.:2 Kev Rgyflugbya I off by an old BLITZ clan nio I11 ; I
/MISS-Atlanta House/Old London 35/ warks/CV21 2$) 5) SAE °/° 3°! 39/52' Call Lano/l.nmln/ 1
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f 1 i ti t . t d d turf b t t t t 1 ,HC_ the lyrics and sentiment: uxpxnnmd
e“ mag "a ve ““°5 They °°”°' a Y B an ax ,P U‘ n ° a 13 throughout are good oho wholuncmwDag Nasty song which gives you an by-numbers _ at the same time,they do Th

idea of a lot of their 1yrios,but some "versatility",\-rith a slight ska e faster Stuff is V9” "““ 1‘ Mk"
some of the others look slightly fur -ish beat in one song This band is early Heresyfhich 1“ no W“! "M'"*"
ther with some intel1igence.(HAGE- lookin for gigs too so if you can generally it 3 3tra13m'f°'““"‘ ""““
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/Belgium) (S) Shirley Rd/Southampton/S01 3F“) (S) attitude-hooray..(INNHU~UH( I»/1'0 Hex
THE PRICE"The Table Of Unoles"12 - 64/2440 Geel/Belgium) ( , )
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pop with plenty of melodies & nice C-aver I thought they were out to isection,nuclear,re1igion eh u|mr't
VCEHIHQI Cfluld OH PI'BS- scare me or Bomethlng no the lyr from the Bong at‘ tn" "I"!
om; do di 1_(RE - _ ' ' Elvis" Hiatus sound very rn rh likeY 1'3 ° I-E559 EM0TION5/ ics behind the relentless onslaught 'Pg Box 132/Acton/London V3 BXQ) (S) are about Mcnonaldsichild abuBe’1oS_ Doom,vi‘l’.h B. few ohepiy (art mm Mylo
THE LURKERSnPowerJiveuLP_Suprisin81y ins Q friend and some morenrouill riffs ‘|2l1I'O\-In in for good mn|Ln||u,;mL
strong LP from these nmatureu punker either love it or hate 1t'(£1 25 to BOMB Jupiler down yer mu k null "lay
3 a lot of it 1 tel - th this one LOUD‘ (URBAN imn/m 1/
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-He 1 be l , False Prophets ,Deviated16

Instinct,articles an stuff
(1; -City India.ns,T'he Sect,lote more

Atav1ctic,Trotte1,Neuroot,etc-
_2-Toxik Ephex,Sorapa,Christ On k
Parade lb a blu lo_t more.
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-UM ""‘€‘bv/\ welhthat B sh taleaves-s all this Bpane left to talk -
+"/“W 1-Eht "'°rd5't 9' | hat the fuck can we talk ._.

O‘ about Something else. wgiaws better things t° talk about
about today??? Theres H Yh eatheri We could talk

"~ than last nighllfi telly or-t 3 :.im:'-3 ofilhmk rock"1°1' “hatll ‘ -

H about the so callid tfirtfilartaalwflys seems aP°Pu13'r topic
h punk "should ttelli mhout the state of the scene todayldr we could 8. P1 , . - 1| hi 1301-y.\~le cou -- .

v-J11’!-I H‘! Husahfla :¢)>mPared to some Ot};:qr3g:>Idl(ddth1i1nll<t&sdo and discuss what _.
talk about what plljlna be we could get real bitter and '
makes you a punk. 'yt and moan on like some fool who Bynical at this poin , life on the other hand
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to Pass the tlWe'Per:hpi'11 stay just that-1“@~Ybe “'9
“" loads °f 5°“ tdeas - a h 1-. whether Purl“ is dead °r

could have_a, d,J_SCuf]3's::?_: $92: saying for the 13-Qt 15 ;-_:
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____ 3 rock. cos it's the only thing that's real. We want SPINS to E-(r'EP:HS:pM,g g'9‘q,4~f\£;>;{0C(,;/E
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evgztsazfirrgunpdjkaee of information about the icallgirzlth the S?cla1'e¢°n°mica]-I3-nd P0]-itI13 the eviction of the ln'.l~l.C. C lire behind the scene She is algsquat in Groningen Holland which h * - "'°1'l<i"e on a Publicatio d ' °
read about last is.due,or in varzlofiuotlamgr ave 3* be ther f n an a fund that H11A _ E °1‘ wwene/group etc wh .13
places.It includes articles on the eviction, R4 asS1§ta"¢9-50,if you wanna help Ernzgt invol
support group of those arrested,hun6er atrikn 1w ved in any of these pr0jgct3’the adress iB_
v°°11‘“"-‘it? fiflimflvthe tria1,aantencc,hcw t P'9'.B°“' 705/Flint-Michigan 48501/U s A
deal with P°°P1e who talked to the police,an $11 15 twine to start a centre of iléematt 1v t c - "'a sor of cva1uation.It's much too long to ab? ai music,a place where people qquld
Print in full in this zine but if you are E ° hear musichfleo art,read poem 21

- interested,I‘ll send you a copy,or you can b°°k3 & get information He has also md neg’
. t t ' _ "389write directly to.V.I.C./Poetbor 7007/ cgmgel gone radio time and is working on a

9701 J5»GT°nin69n/Netherlands. pita 1°" taP°-5° if You can help out witha .
~'"'-'1 1 . ngcDrc;:::e4§:;ijecm'w1te tmmi T”‘1‘°"‘/i ONVICTION 5 / "° B” 27446/em-lav

is a newsletter whose pr 15 to
Brpwe and campaign against police "framing" D M is 5though they do aim to highlight other injus quid, nth ta ¢°P'iPA1‘*YH=he P3-11939

available & an albun label is having UK distr
bution handled hy:Mike/5 -

1..'1
31189 quest"Bar

5; they are Campaigning for 5 anti-fascists sen
' ~ down for a total of 11 years for attacking m :§o;:;;dBt1::Y:t-ghl t /68 Wells R<1/Bath/

nazi organiser Nicci Crane,who has previous §AR,see reviewsA2. . . . th hchdc __»r__ .4 been involved in viscious racist attacks and zonal.’ c°ntg:‘;mMdan$?4-D to 1'1-T15 01115 3-b0‘-It BOW
‘- got off pretty lightly it seems.Anyway,if yo ' the releases.

s. can write to the prisoner-s,heres their adre Graveside/Liverpool 7/
;. _ es=Tony David (No.NI“l338),David Phelan (nc.
{'1 1537),both at mo» Pentonville/Caledonian Rd
._-_ London/N1 0XF),a.nd Hark Malin (No.N'I"l555) at
.;'§.__fi.1fl'lP The Verne/Portland/Dorset/DT5 1EQ.
~hAlso the benefit LP "Justice Is Our Convict-

'- ion" is still avai1able,fea.turing Anhrefn,
ink,AnrLie Anxiety Bande-z,'I‘he Shamen 6: Benja

' min Zephaniah.So for that,a copy of
; CONVICTION,or further information on prison-

Maraeyaida/L7 75:1»,
O ; O 01 ham looking for bands to a“P”

°1‘ RH (seine back to *2 ) ear on e. new comp. tape,
soifyouwannabe onit
contact Shaun/15 Swanwic
Rd/leabrooks/Derbys . /DE55
1LJ

- er_§ contact P0 B01 533/gheffielfl/S1 31;-F  ox,‘-'h0'B the silly ugger: ‘ ' myqu wanna write to who sent mg money ,3, 3
_ some squatters in Spain‘? stamp 1"or RH*21 but tho:-1:

Try 'sAB0'1‘AJE"/A-P110 17140 I could telep-ethically
i /zaoeo Madrid/Spa_in.And

I I ygu'1,rg always wanted to anyone van O 8
. "1; ti 1 ' ?91 4 / Z’) KM ::e:"::,e;":/fi:,:;%;*

0 “ HTUMANA °/c ccrcldl Eb R on
. l I 1459/ 7600 Mar Del Plat Chcaps LA VERMINE. E B Ar ma_

ford d/Asht On Meme
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Whats the—p\'T:1*lEest'rEa.'cl1T_station in northern
France? hl\y,its RADIO CAMPIB which has a few

_'3-' shows covering punk rock and other worthy '
_ stuff.0ne of ‘em is Ecrasons La Vemine- (Let

Crush the vcmihz) which as well as playing
- lotsa punlc,reviews zines,featu.res news,revie

s,opinions,jokee,and once a montha a feature

dhr lqlilzfil \li\Jl(3!l ‘ll! j[13 lit‘;

a"'ralY if YOU write him an
interesting letter 8: SAE
/0 33 Haltby Road/Hang-

fiel Notta/RG13 3BN_
'\-----:

_.—l"

seems 0
If you are interest one sort of newsletter
or wanna be included in a gbout bad people is no
contact zine of people lmger gettin printed 1‘
around the world who wa 50 they are 8-ski-I18
x°h3n€e zine3lrec°rd-31 or donations towards

tapes,information dc get 1n1;1_ng,so if you feel
o lcnow people,then wri lilie it hares the adress

. L on prisons in France.So if you've got some- ta Ry-szard Kapusta/P0 P0 Box 255/Oaken3ates/
thing to offer write to Radio Campus/Emissi 7/ 56400 K lb
E‘ L v /Universite De Lille 1/59655 Villeneuve Sm, Olafid usz°"'a/"’° 1f°rd

as cede:/France. ome peop are trying
t° °1‘San.i.'se regular gigs
in Blackpool at "Theo poop e n r coun-

mu Ta°h‘-E"-5° any bands outi-B a 5°°n t° be -released tries who would vol?! chFor the . .nefit tapfl 5°!‘ tha British Union like to coumm1.cate,e them-int. vi 1 ction featuring Terminus, d erected should
bouticn of gesih zone Decadence within’ H186 i eas & info with contact Boz/23 chatham

‘M393 FC Lizgizzard, a l people in this country _
atdnic Malfunctiot1s¢UPh°"'a1vE*it C°nd€-‘ion’ aredlglaszewski. Jarek/ul.  

NE A T0 Z 18 just thatmet HC,Prophecy Of Doom1:€rguii:i1;;I:$° Reja /47 / 17-200 HHJ
k,Excrement Of WaIiTh°u6 O ' wka/Poland. and also catalogua of a1ternat_

ve zines with the aim 0Trenghfaver c morfl-T0 set this *‘-‘P°°1“1 Michel/R.Ju11o s. Moto
<11‘ d _ ti-"8 'em.For more

*_~06d°" H°u5°/D3-"B°°\fi"" Hiilgolmzlggziigra or / BI'3.'B1]-1"-1ChEl Plays in 2 nfo write to:l’0 Bo! 9/ 'ommz also comes v a A - bands orchcc aha S.U.B. Aml h QNQ
P - Y»; - Fri :"~'-i*r"'r'I'i‘ ‘F*'*‘P~d’ '
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wmzm YOU'VE GOT .::3()1‘4[E--
mo IMPORTANT YOU WANNA SAY.NO" momma i

Ems T0 TAKE ANY NOTICE‘? WPLL News YOUR BIG CHANCE
32% BAN JIET WRITE IT DOWN mm GET IT ACROSS TO THOUSANDS
OF EAGER REAlDERS,AT LE1‘-ET ONE OF WHICH I CAN GUARANTEIE' so GET WRITING AND 0110061» YOUR womns

, , ;'e:»'.‘.*. ‘it :I'¢:0:¢‘\ 4-'0" zg‘ ,

are using their reputation of bein' right-
cn aware alternative people but doin' what
they're doin' now they're taking it too far
Never mind how DIY they were in the past,

it's new that counts...
I heard Jabbs doesn't wanna cooperate with
F I H in Leeds.Support those people and g
to their shows.Hey boys and girls,you're
not in this alone‘
Any comments can sent t

nt

A KNOW HOW
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WILL TAKE NOTICE

In5Jnnuuunnlllllllllllllllllllll
ello Ben & Raising Hell re§ders,As a

change I'm writing a letter now not to
disagree with somebody but to confirm what
he's sayin' I'm talking about Pig Havok's
column in *22 about Fugazi
Our collective in Belgium (SMURFPUNX)
organised the Fugazi gig on their first
tour He's right they were asking £150-£200
Because nobo knew about them then,we lost
som money on the gig but that's what we
wanted to do:promote new bands who have
something to say and who have a DIY attit-
ude.N0w Fugazi's on tour again Their promo-
ters the Oh so DIY Konkurrent refuse to
cooperate with us for another show at
first because the hall was not big enough,
later because we were-in their opinion-not
alternative enough -actually because I had
criticized the fact that especially in
olland they book their bands in commerc-

ially run youth centres or just plain comm-
ercial rock club while Fugazi keep declar-
ing in interviews)that they hate those
kinda places.3everal letters to Fugazi
about this remain unanswered and the disc-

sion with the Konkurrent escalated so f
tha ey even threatened me with physical
iolence.The joke is that Fugazi ends up

playin' in Belgium in the same hall as we
usually use for our gi (600 people and
uddenly not too small but with a booking

agent and in an even smaller place 250
ople in another tO'HT1.FI‘0m people lnvglv

ed in these gigs I know they're askin'
about £300 to sometimes £500 (less than t

1000 Pig is talking about but certainly
more than enough I would think)

I agree with Pig where he states it makes
them a rock'n'roll band.It's also very
ypocrite because they try to make people

believe they support D I Y He's also righ
when he says the risk of all American ban
wanting so much money is existing,they Egg
etting a bad example.

Anyway,go and see (and talk to Fugazi in
places where people into DIY are organis
,where you're sure the eventual money made
is goin' to be used to create the possibil-
ity for other real alternative bands to
p1ay,where you know you're supporting the
underground scene and not the rock industry
' Ask Fugazi about how and why and don't

i
top bothering them until you get a satisf
ng answ

o Brob Tennisb

FOR

0 there folks I'm Paolo from Rome.0n the
15th of July,Carcass'd have to play in
Forte Prenestino squat.I don't want to talk
about the assholes in Carcass who wanted
the squatters to pay the hotel for ‘em,

6

because they were so tired,and s s t e
ore than £500 the two bands would have

received for playin' here I mean Carcass
Atrocity),beoause I don't know very well
this story,,,

‘I

be ide h

Anyway,I'd like to tell you another story
Atrocity their own gig,grinding & powerful
with people enjoying & diving I never
imagine Carcass'd have recalled the attent
ion of almost 500 persons.So the UK band
started to play & the crowd was hot &
excited ....But a very little punk got the
stage and touched a little the microphone

r
of the singer who really boot him in his
ass when he was diving 2 mins later anothe
little punk got the stage & without touch-
108 any he got kicked by one member & by
the roadie.People got ferocious,started
belchin' WOT‘-’)‘ at the band at ll‘! less than
4 minutes a bass was broken Musta been
some pretty loud Belchin going on‘-Ben ,the
famous Bill Steer was cryin' & only the
drumme

4\ ' '5 "' I 0

r was trying to speak to the people
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0.K. the only _
bands that I allan Roman crowd is very goo
& ready to see your shows (Active Minds &
P.V.C. know it).The fact with Carcass neve
happenned in almost 5 years of squatting &
hundred of gigs.So I think it's their fault
to be fuckin rock
V.le Beethoven 6

Ed Ben
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i benefit gig.Shit we're playing too and
this Michael Meier is som kind.of her
manager4So we are thinking this was some
kind of ripoff And we heard too after this
Enschede gig ENT drove to Amsterdam.for

other gig Stars or what.
ease Ben print this in.your zine.I'd

answ
Ge

stars...Bye,Pao
00144 Roma Ita like to have an er.Guhli/Kiefernstr 23

000 Dusseldorf 1
$1 ’

feel well and England is better after
333319 went home lost her job.
Irm writing this letter to tell what hap
ened here with E N T so maybe you could
put this in your zine and they might have
the chance to answer.
Start of November some South German bloke
phoned asking whether E N T. could play on
the 18th of 11.we said yes sure.0n the 14t
we got a call saying E N T playing in
Leiden (NL) on the 18th.So we phoned this
organiser and he said yes there was this
French guy planning some gigs too but ENT
didn't know anything bout this gig It's
been the same French wanker doing not
doing the Chumbawamba Karma.Sutra.tour.So
he said gig on 18th is OK On 17th we got
this phone call by Michael Meier saying
E.N.T. were playing in Marl and there they
had this much trouble so they decided not
to oome.We tried to reach Musgub organis
er)but we couldn't reach hime On the 18th
we were opening the venue.People were
coming but E.N.T didn't.But the gig wasnt
cancelled.At the end NAFTIA from Greece &
MAD BUTCHERS WORK from Wuppertal were play
ing.The gig was really good despite E N T
were not playing
The other day some blokes phoned u tellin
E.N.T. were playing in Enschede (NL)the

l on the 18th There was this

ope you

ar Raising Hell,Just a note about a rec
ent experience I had to go through I've
been trading videos with variou folk for
the past year or so,mainly mus10 Vid9°B
but also I enjoy the odd horror film too.
Anyway about 2 months ago the 3004 016
Cheltenham vice squad forced their way
into my flat one early morning with B
ent to search the premises.They seififid-WW
horror film along with about 30 or so
punk music videos and also: some EPB I had
for saleli I was taken to the station and
had to make a recorded interviewgthen
released.Since then I have heard.nothifl8
from the pigs or my solicitcr,the P183
sun having hold of my property and I
haven't even been charged I'm not Bur6
whats going to happen next but it could be
quite serious as some of the horror filmfl
I had in my possession were "banned" films
which are classed under the "obscen Pub“
lications act"' Also they know that fin
occaisionfi I have B°aP@d  i.§hg

also get done for.
l in all it makes me sick that a handful

of people have the right to decide what
other people should or shouldn't watch in
their own homes if they are not showing
them to minors or whatever.It just proves
just how little freedom of choice we've got
in this so called fucking democracy when
anything that's not considered'the norm‘ is
immediately classed as being wrong and is
tried to be abolished by the powers that be
Those powers would like nothing better

than to see us fit into nice safe little
moulds and blindly watch and.listen to the
mindless shit we're fed by the media
through T V.,radio etc..
The police have no right to keep or destroy
my music videos as they hold no copyright
etc...But I am worried that I will never
see them again for the simple reason that
they are punk‘ I would like to hear from
anyone who has had a similar experience or
could offer me any advice.
At the moment my mail is probably being
watched and checked by the police.I have
now learnt that we have noureal" freedom
of choice in this country,we are being

tched and kept in check by som means or
anotherl Please write to me.Thanks for
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print this,take care own Te
ac ern R Chelt 0 2JT

ale» Qlg?o5*
lo Ben'I' ' I met you in Warsaw,e

of August My name is Martin,I'm from Czecho
Slovakia.At irst,sorry for my English...
dh I t t ° I d HATSy wri e o you rea your zine
HELL and a letter from Milan Pistek.from
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I s w pain or wherever,at our expense.‘ $$§}
_ - ‘II,’ 3‘ II , , '0 O O

does it mean Krajske Kulturni Stredis-§ggE§There are many sincere,honest people in cgfifi
E3$¢3punk who are doing a fine job and doing Eon

0 0'-_c‘a . ‘ . ‘ .0", .‘*

xofitheir best to help,but it's all in vain ass?-
P \- I 1. 8 -Q

.'- Fe‘: '\‘- . a q - .__g:gigs,but in short time will play in.our '$3gqbecause too few people are willing to join
.Nm' . - g»xq- - -gpgvland a band ANHREFN and some gigs will be _;£?31fl and Play their Part|3°»a$ the Saying
'fi£¥ in state institutes like this one.Maybe he' I I §
'0 " ‘, 0gfiggwant to built an independent agency,but I
fi£%_know,that this time he works in a state
;._~__:‘.._'._ agency-

gufiflf you are interested about Czechosovak HC/
g§¥tpunk records,write me! Martin Valasek
.. ' .1’. 'i<¢;;.¢; Podebradova 42a/ - 61200 BBNO/Czechoslovakia.
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~ko? (No,sorry-Ben).It is state culture
organisation.I don't know how he made all
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F $53 9"-5 6 D'€'a'zo ._, ,, 4)0ut,baseballboots-In,u.nlacedpara boots
__.§:;:§:§:§:§:#:E:?:5-:¥-Iii???E5i=*§2?I;&§3§£i§IZii1?;535-Eiilfiz1“I§:11;§?I;§I§:E:§?§E§§5=;1$E$$§*3*i?==3=i5??E¢§5t€'>IE5"vogon excuse '2 " That‘ 11 do nice ly s ir .

_f5;;t;.f; In rep to the short person at gigs,heres I-'~‘§";f 0 1; do 1 hav rich 'ddl class
- 3f;some ideas.1)A pair of stilts 2)Bed.springs£$_5 "

“Eon the sole of each boot.with this you see
the bands as well as having the enjoyment
of boppin up and down,or 5)An AKA? rifle,

. _ massacre the entire audience,this leaves
you lots of space to enjoy the band,0K well

1&1 guess I'll be off now and think of‘plans

@nnoMnHH‘*'

‘if
. 111Farningham R Caterham Surre /on om

Dear Raising Hell,no need for me to ion
you how excellent your fanzine is because
you already know (novr FUCKING BULLSHIT rm:
-Ben).This letter concerns the punk move-
ment,which in all honesty,is in a piss-poor
state.Hhat's wrong with us British and our
stiff upper lip mentality and our lax,
apathetic,complacent nature.The punk move-

cment is not onl under attack from external
'§§?fforces,but from internal forces as well,we
0:f:§:;;ff seem to revel in petty jealousy and const-
1;§§§;§t;* ant in fighting,,instead of communicating
-§§Q§and cooperating.But,it's no good us just
§$§§;saying that we are all punks,so we should

accept punk as it stands,warts and all, '
because that's what got punk into the sorry

$§£§state it's in now.we shouldn't just sit
'5'.3;‘:‘-§_':'_£§ back and say and do nothing about the con
Z“-‘ 1!I:§:f:j:{§ their own pockets and the rip-off merchant
'§§$§who are only financing their next holiday

,= ,_of torture to try out on that printer;Ste
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Ififilartists who are on concerned with lining

O\\
O

echoslovakia.That fucked me. Do you know, ;;;_____?:;';_.

§%f;goes..."If you don't want to help...Fuck
gaafoffl" All the best,Swab/15 Sherborne Close/
:;:;;~.-pi Newstead/Stoke On Trent/ST} 51mI l
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Dear Ben,Things are always changing on the 9,»
. . "'3 ‘Tanarcho fashion front,sometimes it's a realfixg

problem keeping track.Anyway heres some
.~f stuff I've noticed over the summer so far,
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_g, ) u , ny ng you e mi e
'§Q;parents—In,claiming that you hate your ric

§:¢.‘j-.:E;§ middle class‘ parents but that using them
““\Icash dispensers isya revolutionary act.

6)Out,veganism,In,killing your own food,
shit,not rat pie again. '

)Qut:Direct actionlIn,talking about direct
action.Lets face it talking about‘it is a.
zlot less risky but will still impress any-
one you want to sleep with.
8)0ut-homebrew,In,Special Brew.It isn't
cheap but if you can't afford a truck it'l
haV9 to do.A good tip is to only buy one

n ever,drink the contents and then carry
empty can around all the time.Don't

eave your can out in the rain all night
hough or it'll rust.
0ut,squatting,-in,living "on the road"-

iving "on the road" usually involves livi
n a house with your truck parked outside.
ell that's the end of this report from the

front line of anarcho dress and ideologica
fashion and remember kids,you don't have
drink to have a good time,but it's either

gthat or taking your clothes cff.One last
. _ 5
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;gpas I've been on the streets talking to the
f$§kids.I hope it'll be of help to Raising
"Hell readers everywhere. ‘

1 0ut,busses-In,trucks.You tend to get
-picked up by people in trucks hitch hiking
to festivals,they usually ask for a contri-:
bution to their petrol money.This is norm-

" ally around 50 quid as trucks only do about
a quarter of a mile to each gal on.o e raél f xt -

d d tr l I dvi ou t a the mone '‘ lea e pe o . a se y cup y Y
(Z? .and lean out of the window so that the

tkgj jmaximum number of people see you in the
f, ;truck as this will boost your anarcho cred
Q no end .

2)0ut,Oi Polloi-In,Chumbawamba-same message
different clothes-it's no longer in to be
angry,you've just got to look trendy.By th

. way how much are Levi 501's these days?
$})0ut,shived heads with a bit at the back-
'In,dredds all over.Are you bothered cos I
don't really give a fuck. '

d‘

thing-what's yellow and looks good on a
emans head

A J.C.B. And what's the similarity between
a pelican and a poll tax collector?
They can both stick their bills up their
arse. Love Hilda/56 Woodside Pl./Burley/'
Leeds/IS4 2QU. '
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ar Anyone who'bl listen,well it looks
like we're going to war again.I bet the
tone Roses and co are chuffed as buggery

cos they'll be able to start a conscious
objector bandwagon,thus enhancing their
trippey hippy image (though I shouldn't
laugh coz I don't know what I'd do if
draft papers came through my door).

Anonymous from Newcastle (ish 20) you
clearly illustrate the usefullness of the
police force in the service of you and I,

en it is stated "lets see who you turn to
hen you get raped".What's the bloody use

of police action after someone's been raped
I'm not really adept at violent,stuff &

I'm scared shitless of being beaten up but
the police would be about as useful in
averting such an occurrance as a Brillo pad
in an oilrig disaster (i.e. they only serve
to clear up the mess afterwards).The only
"advantage" the police and penal system
offer is an outlet for revenge,but it aint
worth it cos there institutions only
increase the likely hood of further viol-
ence against myself and others as around
70% of convicted criminals reoffend.Also
I'd rather take a beating and keep my gob
shut than have whoever did it hear I'd been
grassing (and the violence this would cause
would be ten times worse than the first
time)
At least in some sort of anarchistic
"system" I'd stand more of a chance of
getting mates I can count on to back me up

and vice versa) instead of being treated
like a freak.
These days mates are becoming an important
commodity and it sickens me to hear of
iolence in our ideological_ggd_mp§ig§l____

clique.I don't know if such occurrences are
on the increase (as it seems to be in the
rest of society)but it wouldn't surprise me
if they were.So are we all going to buckle
under into a violent dog eat dog shit heap
or what.Yes.h,defend yourself (the best
method of which is the avoidance of violent
situations) but don't beat someone up cos

_,, *'

. es. Y
Carlos Thanks.Somewhere in the U S A

Dear Raising He1l,o Sunday August 27th
returned back in Leeds from the Reading
Festival in a really good mood.Later on
that night at about 9 50 I went to a frien
house in Chapeltown.I was happy to see the
Heat Indian Carnival was going down alright
.At 10.50 I saw about 10 big black guys in
or standing around a big white car.A.Rover
or Granada Obviously I didn't think anythi
of th1BcTBlS was in Harehills Avenu,just
outside N—52 for the interest of any locals
The whole street was butling with energy

It isn't my scene but it was fucking brill
iant.Most of you will kno about the shoot
ings and stabbings that occurred from the

neral news mediums.
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o you when they're dancing at
a concert sounds stupid don't it or cos
they have a different opinion (Anna from
Bradford are you really going to mash "anon
ymous's" testicles) As everything in the
world seems to be coming to a crisis point,
we're all reaching new levels of desperatio
n and frustration,lets not take it out on
each other.Yours Leon ‘Square as can be and
bOI‘E!(l to tears"Kadey/17 Beech Grove/Barnol
swick/Colne/Lanes/BBB 6AE (feel free to
write
E%S.The Black Flag family tree in 21 was
incomplete coz Dale Nixon played bass on
the "My War" album and Brian Higpol played
drums before Robo unless these are differe
nt names for Kira and Robe as I think

Johnny Bob was for Keith Morris° Do you
really care anyway °
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going to write an article on the brill
:;_,~:;-;<_-+ band I'll! in H.Z.M.B. and it'd going to

be very interesting so carry on reading ya
~;;:§;;:bastards!We1l,where shall I start? we

sjartedabout 2 years ago (I think!)with
Hickon vocals and Griff on guitar and

‘E-_*."-'9'-':vocals.\|Ie did tms of practise tapes and
drunk lots of beer! I sent a lot of the

-' practise tapes to penpals,zines etc just
O'‘Q.O
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5 had a good laugh! Then Puddin' sold his
;;.b'»_:~'-X12; drum kit and left the fucking band for no
I-;‘Z'5:§;‘;_ reason at all! So now we're looking for a
5;'-:35-‘," new drummer.I'm having a bass for Christmas
I I 'n I .
"I .‘.‘-__!.;.;,; which should be ace! It's troo,do it! Ther

.-_;'¢1f;;:;_ s not much more to say at the, moilent just
.r;\?; . "
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j-1 any-one's interested in "Holocaustic Zombie

DY5 2EE/U.K. See ya you fucking loosers!

aware , take care !
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ing things were on my interview on *2‘! I
?f;'§§:§;/3: just wanted to write a letter to you and

up things and give some full’
explanations who's still wondering on the

-_§I_gI;2;Z; whole "Christianity" sub_ject.By the time I
1;:,;l;§;; write this theres no arguments or hard
f§;:;!_.~;:;_ feelings with me 8: Ind.Suicide,we are all

good friends! So whats wrong in the
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. fact that somebody became a ChI‘lStlEI.1'1'7' He
hasnot become niether a fascist nor aOi

sexist or a thief or a nazi etc I think
_g that it's quite positive for me since I
, Zdidn't change attitude to the worse.Do I

,g£§seem so foolish to follow a heresy or a
§§§Zreligious doctrine the moment I know the
§§§Ebad effects on people through years? Do I
§§§§seem to be brainwashed? Nothing from all
3'39these happened to me.I can only say with
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seen so many things from Jesus Christ I
‘- wouldn't have written anything to you.I,.0,-. If I‘.fi-

are re-born by the word of» God and his
spirit.ashe promisedin the garden of

_ 4 C-esthimani,and above all salvatiomwhen I
"Uli0-
._‘.'-OI

'I.§~"'b:o.O:n:“',':‘’QQ1:\‘IQ’:l.§“"'l‘.\.r.
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thereal joy,peace and happiness.These
. things he always seeks in his life,and he
' tries to find these through various ways

n entertainment ,money , ambitions, aims in
ife etc But these are only sparks-The

- light is in the word of God! -You must ask
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that there is Eternal life for you.That's
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your sould till you grow old! These are

. Bible.Jesus Christ waits for ou to go to
' - - ,, . O .-;-.";~. , . . - ' "~.;\._'[9 9 ‘O Qcgfli 5 f'l»i‘on-Q ‘ha \.
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get our name around a bit.In August '90 we
got a drummer called Puddin‘.\~Ie did two or

._, __ three practise tapes,ate lots of chips and

-'52-'~1'-‘ look out for us in the near furture and if

MutantBadgers" write td=Mie1< and Griff:- ‘H p_
2 ‘destacre Drive/Quarry Bank/West Midlanris/3116,}! *
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_ _, Dear Ben & Readers! This is not really a

1 3, - ' . . ..f;_;f:;; response to the? Industrial Suicide letter
:§:;.*_:I_;§ in *22 issue,but after some misunderstand-

all my sincerety.If I hadn't received and

that Jesus Christ makes you a new man (you

‘T, speak about Salvation I mean that man knows

from Christ to come into your life and the
you will be reborn and you will understand

Salvation! Not to go and confess your sins
. to a priest or to torture your body to save

made by religion qnd ignorance of the Holy
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them suffer,There is no inner peace.0f
course people don't reveal their heart and
their innr thoughts.But their sub-conscio
s knows quite well andsuffer.If they belie
in Jesus words they are healed-reddemed.As
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religion is written I was talking about th
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g0 MUCH‘ HATE IS A l"lAGNli".LUhlN'l‘ 1iAH.UUUl‘ll1I FUNK
AND FROM (BLO,NORWAY.THEY'VE BEEN mourn A

FEW YEARS,AND USED TO BE IN VARIOUS OTHER
OSLO BANDS.THEY'VE GOT 5 LPs OUT AND HAVE
DONE LOTS OF GICS AROUND EUROPE.TH]]S IS AN
INTERVIEW WITH SO MUCH HATE,AND I'I‘ WAS DONE
IN DUBSELDORF ON 6.9.90.
RH:WHY DID YOU CHOOSE THE NAME "SO MUCH
HATET ?
Gunnar:It came from this Canadian Band.
RH:ON THE "PEACE" COMPILATION ?
G:Yeah.
Borrer:It's got a lot of meanings in it,its
So much hate against you,so you hate so
much as well.
RH:WELL,l-IAS THAT GOT ANYTHING TO DO WITH
WHAT THE BANDS ABOUT,LIKE,DO YOU SING ABOUT
HATE ?
G:Yeah,we sing about that as well.I think
the name says quite a lot about the situat-
ion we're living in,the life around us,it's
very hateful. _
RH:TH"E FIRST LP,THE TITLE or IT REALLY cor

' cers are 1 1
nt law and order and

down anarchy fol
e are very concerned

MY ATTENTIONQSO MUCH HATE,"HOW WE FEEL".
G:I think the lyrics on the first LP are
more,like,straight ahead than any of the
other,especially compared to the 2nd LP
which is more personal lyrics. '
RH:WELL WHY DID YOU CHANGE THE LYRICS,OR IS
IT JUT A "NATURAL PROGRESSION" ?
B:You can't just say the same things all
the time,if it's very much like saying
things that everybody's singing.
G:Then you go through different periods of
your life as well,so it's pretty natural.It
would be really strange if the lyrics were
the same all the time.
RH:HOW HAS DIFFERENT PERIODS OF YOUR LIFE
iNFLUENCED THE LYRICS ?
G:If you are really happy with everything
around you for a while,then there comes
more often a bit more positive lyrics maybe
,and then if you have a plunge,everything
is going really bad,then your lyrics are
more depressed.
RH:WHATf3ORT OF THINGS DO YOU SING ABOUT ?
A FEW EXAIVIPLES ‘E’
B:The scene.
G:Sexism,racism,like mot hardcore lyrics.
Bzlgnorance in general.
RH:SEXISMI& RACISM "IN THE SCENE" OR IN
GENERAL ?
G:Theres one song called "Poo;-Lt|,H£ Macho" &
that could be the scene,or the rest of the
world.We are not living totally in the
scene,we live in the real world as well.
RH:THERES ONE SONG ABOUT MACHO MEN USIN
STEROIDS &.STUFF,IS THAT A REAL BIG THING
IN NORWAY? COS WITHIN RANGE HAD A SONG
ABOUT IT AS WELL.
G:Yeah.Thats because we we wrote the lyrics
first and they copied off us!
RH:ON THE 2nd LP,I THOUGHT YOU MIGHT START
GOI.NG IN A METAL DIRECTION BUT on "ms NEWONE,THAT sears A LOT LESS LIKE THAT,DID YOU
DECIDE TO CHANGE OR WHAT ? A '
Erikzwe don't decide at all what to play.
B:The sound is very strange on the 2nd LP
as well,it sounds really clean to me.
E:I don't see in any way that we are going
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to be like a metal band.I don't like metal
at all.Sometimes I come up with music that
is heavy sounding,but I still don't listen
to metal LPB at all,I don't even like
Metal1ica,so... _
RH:OVER THE PAST FEW YEARS THE SCENE HAS
GONE A LOT MORE TOWARDS METAL ,SO WHAT DO
YOU THINK.ABOUT THAT ?
B:It's too typical,I mean,I don't like it
because metal is not very interesting music
at all. ‘
P8r Arne:The big metal bands,so many of
them which is much better than listening to
People try to play metal just because they
like that style.
G:It seems like this whole crossover thing
is not so connected to the hardcore scene
anymore as it was.I think a band like
Heresy,they did that quite well because
they managed to get different people going
to the shows.
RH:I DON'T THINK THEY WEE THAT METAL REALY
G:But they got the metal audience for sure,
but they were a band who really had some-
thing to say.
RH:YOU MENTIONED ABOUT THE 2nd LP HAVING A
"CLEAN SOUND",sO DO YOU TRY TO GET A "DIRY
SOUND" ?
B:No,we try to get a good sound.

;3f:5r§§g9g,'Q4a§fiPeople don't live a lot,a.nd think very
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RH:HOW WOULD YOU DESCRIBE A "GOOD SOUND" ?
BtWhen you can hear all the instruments,and
it's powerfu1,and,not necessarily fast,but,
good and honest.
RH:TELL US A BIT ABOUT WHAT NORWAYH3 LIKE
TO LIVE IN ?
G:It's bad.
RH:HOW IS IT BAD '?
B:It's a very boring country.
G:Norway,compared to the rest of West
Europe,1ife is pretty easy.
B:Mcst of the people just feel so safe.

typical,Norweg1an to don't care about
anything.
RH:SO WHAT DO YOU ENJOY THIE MOST ABOUT
TOURING ABOUT EUROPE ‘? r
E:Honestly? They give us a lot of beerl
G:Getting around to lots of different
p1aces,meeting with people.
B:Seeing what's happenning in other count-
ries.And you keep out of Oslo.
RH:YOU SEEM TO HAVE TOURED AROUND EUROPE
QUITE A LOT,IS THERE ANY CHANCE THAT YOU G
MIGHT WLSIT BRITAIN ?
E:If somebody can put it up.
G:Yeah,if somebody can arrange it for us.
RH:WHAT ABOUT THIS "BLITZ" PLACE IN (BLO,IS
THAT STILL GOING AN CAN YOU TELL US A BIT
ABOUT IT ? A
E:It's the same old thing about that it's
supposed to be teared down,although,finally
after many years they decided that we
cannot tear it down.Always fight against
different exccues for it,and now it's like;
a really tiring war I think.People have to
have night guards there all around,and
nothing's happening you know,but,0ne day
something will happen,and you're there:
listening to police radio,and,sitting awake
always people outside.Watching not only for
police and the ones who want to tear it
down,but people like right wing,nazis.OnCe
there was a teargas grenade,and another
time a molotov cocktail thrown into the
spare cellar.
RH:IS THERE MANY NAZIS IN NORWAY ? |
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E:Yeah,but it's not skins,thats the problem
P.A.:Just fascist and racist people.
E:The problem,I think,Is that you can't see
what they are you know,because,if everybody
were skinheads or something,so you would
kind of in a way know that these are the
bad guys (REALLY? romr I was on AN ANTI
FASCIST RALLY,AND THERE WERE PLENTY OF
SKDB on THAT,HARDLY ANY PUNX THOl),not
just like people hiding in the crowd,that
are really fascists.It's always people try-
ing to organise some more a fascist
movement.
G:And also it's become lots more,the racist
people,beoause there is more and more
people getting unemployed all the time,and
they have to blame somebody for it,so they
blame it on the foreigners.
RH:SOUNIB LIKE THE SAME OLD STORY...
G:Yeah,it is,but it reached Norway a bit
after the other countries you know.
RH:CAN YOU EXPLAIN A BIT ABOUT WHAT "BLITZ"
IS ?
B:It's a house which has got a cafe and a
concert hall,and it's got a bar,and this
women centre where they have courses,like,
learn how to play & things like that and a
practice room.
G:And theres a local radio.
RH:AND HOW LONG'S IT BEEN GOING ?
B:Eight years. -
G:It's the only free radio in Norway.
RH:AND IS THERE ANY OTHER PLACES LIKE THAT
IN NORWAY'?
B:Not like Blitz,but it's one quite similar
in Trondheim.
E:You forgot about telling about where it's
made a newspaper,and sell books and records
And you get all the information from
political things,and that's also where they
are arranged,like the meetings on the house
and whats going on,what are you going.tQ do
about it.
P.A.:Last time we sold 25,000 of the news-
paper.
E:Everybody reads it,theres a lot of storys
in it, I mean,cops are reading it,and it's
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very embarrassing to them because when they
make really big mistakes,we have a picture
of them and tell the story.Like,one cop,he
was really into busting people,he thought
he would be smart and get more stars on his
jacket,and then he ended up with paying for
the whole thing,and now he can't bust any-
body,so it's really great,
RH:AND WHATS THIS PAPER CALLED ‘?
B:"Smorsira"(I oousr IF THATS RIGHT),it
means butter acid.
RH:BUTTER ACID? I'VE NEVER HEARD OF IT!
G:It smells really bad you know.
E:It looks like a stink bomb,or stink gas
actually.
RH:AND HOW OFTEN DOES IT COME OUT ?
B:Every 2nd month,but...
G:It comes out when the next one is
finished.
RH:WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT WHAT'S HAPPENING
AROUND EUROPE,AND WHATS YOUR VISION OF THE
FUTURE OF EUROPE ?
E:I think first the West will eat the Ehst
countries,their money,
B:I think theres gonna be a lot of poor
people in the future.Class differences will
be completely different.
G:The gap will be much bigger between rich
people.
E:And Germany is gonna win their economical
war.Control over the United States of
Europe.
memo DOLF IS GONNA as PREIDENT‘? (some
Iursmarnc csnmm SWINE.)
B:Yeah,I've already heard about his plans
as well,he's gonna pick up one town,and
make the rest of the world a concentration
camp. '
RH:AND CAN I MOVE TO TH]B TOWN '?
Dolf:Yeah. _
B:Imagine that,"Dolfstadt".
RH:Yeah,but we'll have a revolution there!
ANYWAY,HOW DO YOU THINK fT'LL AFFECT
NORWAY,ALL THESE CHANGES ‘?
B:Yeah,we're gonna become a member of the
EEC quite soon I think. '
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E:They are taking it the back way,l1ke we
are going in there without asking people.
They are working us in,in a way that we
so connected with them anyway that theres
no way that you could just stop it when it
finally came to be.
B:For example,the police can work together
with all Europe,and.they often do,so,that
kind of connection is very good{It's really
hard to do something between countries.
RH:CaN YOU TELL US A BIT ABOUT THE ACCOR-
DIAN ON THE NEW LP ?
G:There was a song and,especially me,I hat-
ed this long intro,and I wanted to have
something done with it,and'there was this
guy in the studio...
B:He was the drummer of THE PLOT,a very
good friend of us.He said "I've got an
organ",he just started & it sounded really
good.He also played with us in Amsterdam.
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RH:SO DID YOU RECORD IT IN AMSTERDAM .
E:Yeah,at "Rent-A-Cow"(English trans)studio

9 COMING BACK FROM MEXI

WITH

DOCTOR PIG HAVOK

I was boarding the Pan-Am for Mexico with a
flight case full 0' whisky and cheap
cigarettea,eacape seemed inevitable.I had
plane,I had ideas....But I had abeolutegy
no luck whatsoever.
World renowned super agent Sik 0' War had
no intention of letting me leave.Hasquerad-
ing as the pilot he advised me to give up
my folly and surrender myself to the evil
'Si1lyvi11e Secret Serv1ce",I had no choice
Sik 0 had a bazooka and I'm jut a poor
yellow bellied swine.
I had made some crucial mietakes,nobody'
quits Raising Hell and walks.Now I was
going to pay for trying.
Back at the "Sillyville Institute of Tor-
ture" I was interogated by the foul
breathed Dirk Von Punkangel.My last column
in Raising Hell had only gotten a one
letter response.I had failed in my task of
agitating the punks into thoughtmode.D1rk
Von Punkangel wanted to know why.
I tried to palm the punk angel off with a
half baked story of how I'd made a vital
connection between science fiction writer
Phillip K. Dick and the famous German
philosopher Freidrich Neitzeche.It turned
out to be another fine plan that JUST DIDNT
FUCKING WORK! The punk angel remained
unimpressed. '
The sore point was that I knew why I had
failed.I had written about bands.If people
don't like a band they will unqueetioningly
and quite gleefully believe any shit they
hear about that band no matter how unbeliev

G:Once even somebody came in there and
knocked on the door and wanted to rent a
cow for the birthday party of their daugh-
ter.They even asked Dolf.(LOTS or LAUGHS)
Anyway,the LP is gonna be called "SEEING
RED",it's gonna be 12 songs on it,12 really
good songs on it.
RH:INCLUDING "BORSTAL BREAKOUT" ?
G:No,thats gonna be on a compilation. A
RH:WHAT MADE YOU WANNA DO A SHAM 69 SONG '5'
B:It's a good song 1
RH:FAIR ENOUGH.
OK,THATS IT,IF YOU WANNA CONTACT EM,HERlE
THE ADRl~BS:PER ARNE HAUGEN

STROMSVEIEN 49
0658 CBLO 6
NORWAY.YOU CAN GET THEIR 2nd LP

"BLIND ALLEY",THEIR LIVE LP,AND THEIR NEW
LP,"SEEIN' RED",FOR £7 EACH FROM HERE,THO
I'M.SURE YOU CAN GET IT CHEAPER THAN THAT
FROM SO1‘*lE DISTRIBUTOR OVER I{EHE,OR  ;
Msrssvmo 10/ 7270 Nagold/GERMANY.OH YEAH‘,
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able it may appear to be.Likewiee if people
like a band they don't want to hear any
shit about that band no matter how true it
appears to be.No-one questions beyond what
they are into and what they aren't.
The whole punk rock superstructure will be
fourteen years old next year,thate pretty
fucking old.And what's it all about? Has
anybody any ideas? Does anybody care?? It's
getting like a fucking factogyt Zines,
records,politics,gigs and bands being
cranked out willy nilly,made to order for
whatever sub-genre you belong to.
This isn't the main problem,thie isn't why
I was heading for sanctuary in.Mexico.No,
what was bothering me was the year two
thousand.The future.
A lot of people over the years have uttered
those desperate words "Somethings gotta
change",none of them probably had a clue as
to how.And probably none of them made any
attempts to change anything anywhere -
either.
Punk rock in 1990 looks like a joke that
only old farts seem to be able to take any
comfort in,by 2,000 the joke will be lapped
up by geriatrics babbling o about the good
old daye,blah blah. ' '
Something has gotta change,I don't mean
musically (so much) as in personal dogmas
and phi1oeophya.Everything needs to be
overturned and re-evaluated.The year 2000
is coming up fast and it just might be the
most important era of our lives.
The punk angel has that glint in his eye
that signals he is about to remove my toe
nails-I don't know how much longer I can
1ast,only you can keep the reaper at bay.
If you have any opinions on anything I've
said please write to Raising Hell.M life
depends on it.Yours in Agony Dn.Pig Havok
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Hell,it's been a very tense 4 months waitin
with baited breath to see who would win the
great Raising Hell story writing competit-
ion,and I must say it's had a pretty fuckin
feeble response,with only three,yes THREE
entries,one of them from Poland,I'm sure if
B foreign person can write a half decent
story in English theres n2_excuse for you
set of fucking slug brains not to have an
attempts.Lets just hope theres a better
response ne time _p_our st L

Vii?‘1r!§ifln§..§uBqnuIumuliiflqj
First pr ze goes to I loan rom verpool
for his story.Duncans hobbies include askin
people their sexual fantasies,being obsess-
ed by strange weather,and putting together
a top quality magazine called "Dregs".If
you missed the first part of the snry (last
issue)it's tough shit,tho there are still a
few left (see first page).
PET 1;Yes I can guess how many gallons an
oil tanker holds,I guess it's about 8,000.
PART 2:Getting up at seven in the morning
wasn t my idea of a punky start to the day,
but as I rolled over to drift back into
sleep I suddenly remembered,this was it,
this was the big day,the ouzo was in town &
there was no time to be 1ost.I set off for
the park where the tanker was pa.rksd,but
passing a wall plastered with the posters
advertising the free ouzo I saw with shr-
prize and delight that I wasn't the only
one who was not at all happy with the plans
for the day-on each poster "Ouzo" had been
crossed out and sprayed in big red letters
was "M.L.F.".The Merrydown Liberation Front
had struck.
As I quickened my pace towards the park I
noticed.gangs of people beginning to gather
,waving Merrydown bottles and angrily tear-
ing down the ouzo posters.It was clear the
people of Leeds did not want ouzo in their
city,and the way things were going events
could turn pretty ugly before the day was
through.Even as I reached the park gates I
could hear the chants of "Ouzo Ouzo Ouzo;
Out Out Out" from the furious mob who had
surrounded the tanker of ouzo,I approached
the tanker knowing exactly what I had to
do.Armed with a broken Merrydown bottle and
with 200 drunken punks behind me it was an
easy task to persuade the 2 drivers to
abandon the vehicle.
The drive south however was not so easy,
police road blocks had seemed to have multi
plied overnight,the route became progress-
ively more difficult as we neared the Merry
down Cider Orchards in the heart of Sussex.
The reason soon became apparent however as

we finally made it to Horam Manor,home of
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Merry down,for we were greeted by a massive
crowd of tens of thousands desperately bein
held back by lines of_riot police.Ever
since the government had taken over the
Merrydown cider orchards under emergency
powers two years previously there had been
a non-stop vigil outside the gates and
numerous demonstrations that had frequently
boiled over into rioting.The sight of the
ouzo tanker driving up behind the crowd
though was the straw that broke the polices
back.With a great roar the crowd surged
forwards overwhelming the police lines and
re-claiming the orchards.Forty minutes
later we we driving back up the M1 with the
tank of ouzo replaced with Merrydown.
The news spread like wildfire,the scenes as
we drove into Leeds were of one big
carnival and.as we drew up in the centre of
the park and started pouring out the free
Merrydown the big party really began.I'd
never seen so many happy faces together in
my life,even the people who had collapsed
in a drunken stupor had dreamy smiles on
their faoes.But it didn't last long,every-
one was too drunk to notice the police at
first until suddenly there were hundreds of
them with short shields and truncheons
draw'n.0ver a loudspeaker came the warning
to disperse or face arrest,and then an
eerie silence descended over the whole park
,the police twitching ready to charge at
any second and the crowd with bottles in
hand waiting for the onslaught.The next few
moments deemed to last forever,everyone
still & tense until out from the crowd
stumbled a drunken punk,staggering forward
with hand outstretched offering one of the
police in the long line his bottle of Merry
down.Ten thousand people held their breath
as the officer incredibly lowered his
shield,took the bottle,raised it to his
lips and took a swig.Ten thousand people
gasped as he handed it to his colleague
next down the line who did the same,and so
on down the line.An amazing cheer rang out
as the police dropped their truncheons and
ran forward to embrace the punks and drink
the Merfiydown.Uhat countless years of anar-
chist struggle,endless direct action,propa-
ganda,agitation and eventually insurrection
had failed to achieve,one bottle of Merry-
down had achieved.The police,bosses and
politicians-had at last realised the empti-
ness of their existance,in the reflection
of that golden liquid they had finally '
glimpsed the harmonious existance that
could be shared by all.Hhen there was more
than enough Merrydown to go around why
build bombs,prisons,nuc1ear reactors and

job centres,it was all so clear now.
The next week was nne big carnival.Imagine
a national punks picnic multiplied a
thousand times with every band you can
think of playing one after the other for a
week.That's what it was like but even
better.The highlight was when Mrs.Thatcher
herself was greeted with open arms by the
singer of Conflict as she stepped.up to -
sing on their specially adapted version of
"From Protest To Resistance"-"From Ouzo To
Merrydown".There were tears of joy in her
eyes as Margaret,tight1y clasping her '
bottle,stage dived into the crowd at the‘
end of the song.0ut of the chaotic night-
mare had risen a Merrydown utcpia.THE END
N.B. The moral of this story is rubbish,its
only a joke OK. p
IHS. If I win I want a bottle of Merrydown
not Ouzo,and the punk rock star.of my
choice is eithe Becky of Chaos UK or Claire
of Sofahead.Duncan Dregs/PO Box 110/Liver-
pool/L69 8DP.(send.SAE for details of the
Merrydown fan club "Desciples of Merrydown"
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big boots,breaking his hand on people faces
and singing for the Psycho Flowers,heres
his literary contribution:
It was on my way home from the cleaning
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centre that I first noticed the poster.Free
Ouzo it proudly boasted.All I needed was a
oup.Whats this I asked myself.Surely this
couldn't be true.I closed my eyes.shook my
head.But sure enough the poster was still
there and the message still shouted at‘me,
Free 0uzo.My eyes drank in the information.
Hyde Park at 12 noon.It reminded me of the
years long ago when.I used to make'thei
yearly trek to Hyde Park for the punks
picnics there.I made up my mind with a
smile this was something I wasn't going to
miss. ' H ‘
I had a restless night tossing and turning
in my fevered sleep which was haunted by a
16 ft bottle of ouzo chasing me down the
street,unoorking itself and.sucking me into
its wet lair.I got up earlier than usual &
had a light breakfast.The hours dragged by
with anticipation.Finally_just before 11 I
headed off for some friends and then off to
the park.Let the festivities begin.
By the timeiwe arrived at the pa.rk,there
was already a huge crowd gathered.People '
carrying oups,empty bottles and cans,pots &
pans.In fact anything you could imagine
that could hold liquid.And right in the
middle of all this was a massive oil tanker
draped in a large,slightly soiled sheet.
adorned with the slogan I had grew to love
since the previous night "FREE OUZO".
For the the amount of people there,it was
quite orderly with everyone getting their
~share (eventually).we had just sat down to
tour third round of ouzoqwhen we first heard
the copters,within seconds they were within
view,5 of them in all,armoured combat heli-
copters which the Yorkshire police had been

1flEPdflKgfQ@ Q1-1|.{(_( agmgguflfl PETEC/5 assigned after the poll tax uprising of 95
Uell,as Duncan chose to have his punk roek I-lwwhen the bailliffs had tried one warrant
star meal with Becky of Chaos UK,when they ?_U_mB9-19 t<_>° 11131’15'- - _
played at the 1 in 12 Club on 15th DecemberLJ“yThBY clrcled for a "h11e.m@Bt People only
Becky was asked if sh would accompany him
to a meal in the oafe,however,she had
already "stuffed my face",so a compromise
was acheived,as Chaos UK would be in Liver-
pool the next day,which is where M.Dregs
lives,it was agreed they would share a
lovely meal of chips and beans.BUT,when we
arrived there,Becky had.again~already
stuffed her face with chips.Thinking there
would be no end to this overoonsumption of
food,it was decided they would.share a can
of Red Stripe instead.You can offer a punk
rock star a free meal with the winner of a
competition but you can't force them to eat
it. 1
Seeing as how Duncan was a fussy bastard &
wanted Merrydown not euzo,the bottle of
ouzo goes to "Mad Gordy" from Clasgow,who ,
also sent in a good story,however he never
completed part 1 of the competition.Mad
Gordy's hobbies includegstomping around in
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paying them scant attention.Shouting in
slurred anger more annoyed about the distra
ction from drinking,rather than at the
police presence itself.Then from a loud-
speaker on one of the copters came the _
message "IOU WILL DISPEBSE NOW.YOU HAVE 10
MINUTES T0 LEAVE THE PARK"
We looked around in horror,leave the park..
..."THIS IS AN ILLEGAL GATHERING" -
That was a joke,anymore than 5 people tog-
ether in a public place was now illegal
without a license which had to be applied
for 5 months beforehand.Well there was no
way we were going to leave the ouzc,and by
the look of it most people had the same
idea,as only a few had got up to go,mcstly
people shouted and waved their fists at the
copters.Some throwing stones. '
~"YOU HAVE 5 MINUTES TO DBSPERSE"
More shouts of angers.More people drifting
off.And then we heard the sirens which



heralded the arrival of the police and the
ar1:qy.Rolling towards us in an armoured
_oonvoy,they meant business.More people left
panic set in more vehicle arrived coming
from all directions now.People weren't
being allowed to leave now.Police swarming
everywhere.This was the real thing.By now
some people had got organised and were
breaking branches off trees and passing
them around a large number of bricks and
rocks were gathered.
By now the line of police and soldiers had
become 5 lines completely surrounding us.
"YOUR TIME IS UP"the helicopter wailed "YOU
HAVE BEEN FOUND GUILTY BY YOUR OWN ACTIONS.
YOUR PUNISI-IMENT : EXTERMIN AT ION 1 "
At this the states puppets apened fire.I
saw people falling around m.Shot,killed,
murdered.They had guns.We had sticks we had
no chance.I don't know where the bullet
that hit me came from.I didn't see it enter
my head through my eye but I felt my head
implode.I felt the ground beneath me give
way.I felt my body fall 1imp.I felt my head
hit the ground.I thought to myself "I'M
DYING FOR A.DRINK".
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Well,there was only mean to e 9g§_prize
in this,but seeing as there was only three
entries,and 2 of them were getting a prize
I thought it only fair that the writer of
our 5rd story,Lukasz deserved a prize too,
especially since he even wrote it on a
foreign laguage.So,Lukasz will be receivi
a Raising Hell T-shirt as soon as I can be
fuokin bothered to nrint_som.msre.'u5

0??

hobbies ihcludel-:wearing a bandana,drinking A
lots of vodka,8-nd Bpea-Ki-1'18 8- Stra-nde langur

e over to ou Lukasz3'3 1 “ _ :2
PART 1:Seeing as the gallon is unheard of .5
in Poland cos they use litres,the guess was '
pretty good any W8-Y at 1009 63-.11°nS- 5
PART 2:I got so nervous that I took my base
ball bat in the purpose of smashing his
heavy metal nose right into his heavy metal
skull,but as I was running downstairs I
noticed that the window was open and flies
kept flying in and out of our house.I want-
ed if, O shut the window but suddenly I opene d MADE SOME V IGUE PREDICTIODB 2 , 000 YEARS
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ouzo stood down there just as the Big Ben
does in London! So it wasn't a dream! I
threw my bat away and ran down filled with
jqy not even noticing the still-getting-
louder satanic screaming;I ran out of the
building right onto pissing Thanasis."Hey
Ben,what's the matter with you?" he asked
but I wasn't able to answer....
People began to come with cups in their
hands and flies on their faces;pigeons came
also to shit on our heads...I didn't have a
oup,so I drank ouzo from my hands,just as
many others did.There were hundreds of
people,everyone thirsty,but the amount of
ouzo wasgetting smaller and smaller;some-
one pushed me,I fellon my knees,I saw mill
ions of cups begging for ouzo...chaos was
everywhere,I was thrown away,others came to
fight;I saw a barking pigeon who asked me
what was Raising Hell about.I wanted to
answer but I couldn't,so he came to me and
kicked my head so hard that I fell uncon-
scious with my face in the shit...I slept 5
days and woke up in my bed to find lots of
letters and a big,mysterious package.I
burned the letters and opened the package.

H_ It contained a bi; bottle of Ouzo and a@)1?'
:3.-t-'-':1~1-*1-I-7*-1-t-*~*1~:-:~-f.<-":-:1:-+1-:.-2-:-=-'+:-1'-' ~.-.-'. . -; -.~. _- -. N...--;-.-.;.; 0 ~
againstthe people who try to persuade you 33;. ,

.;or to influence you to follow their own '
;; ideas.I don't agree with every religious
§dogma which is under the command of an --_

3‘ organisation because there is the danger
forthe believers to follow people and not ,

gthe word of God.I don't agree with the
peoplewho are paid to preach or to teach.
Itis wrong according to they bible.You see .

§{that in the Holy Bible there is the truth,
Qgbut people have chgnged it-for their own ~

benefit.Theresults most people to be -
rejecteverything and they get lost "sheep
withouta shepherd" Jesus called them.But -

§§that fact does not deprive the sincere _
jipeople of the truth.If you seek God.you
willfind him even if you are lost in a
milliontheories,even if you live complete
da.rkness.Idon't follow another religion '

Qfibut Christ.Difficult times are drawing near _
Eventswill take place which had never --
happennedbefore.'v-‘e aren't at the beginning

21; of the end but at the end of the end.Every- __
th-ingabout the end is writ ten ih the 13515.?
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0; ~_. __Apocalypseof John.Jesus revealed the end 2;.~§;:.-..~‘_ ,_»
ofthe world and the events which are going /,_'j'f¢;'§;l;'.'_*_'_\.,

."\ ‘g ‘F, — _ __ '1-— '_ _ — _ Y 7 ' _ ' “ - I‘ - ‘_.-~,'»,~* to take giace one b one.‘I‘hese are not to '
""'.r\\c

Q \_ __..-_:_ y

.0’ ' \."' '\' . ..~;.*1§;.;f{.; but to ask from him a lJ.ght,and to
-:*‘\T'1*T'5*3!3;; all these,and to live for ever;Thanx

:for the space Ben & good luok.In light of _
¢ Christ.Love from George (SFAC) °/o Gripari if,
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GEORGE,DIFFIF'ICULT TIMES ARE nmazmr HERE,
mm ALWAYS HAVE BEEILEVENTS WHICH mm maven
HAPPENNED BEFORE,HAV'E BEEN HAPPENNING FOR "~
MILLIONS or YEAPS,ARE STILL HAPPENING AND 15 U
HAVE No nocsrr mmr wrm. commas TO HAPPEN,
IT'S CALLED HISTORYJS FOR THE "mm OF" "mm "5

' _, wonmgacw MANY TIMES BEFORE HAVE PEOPLE 5
sun WE'RE NEAR THE "END or mm WORLD"? IF

.; - we ARE AT TI-IE END or was worm) IT'S sac-Acss.
' THAT'S ass wear MAKING IT,NOT BECAUSE A '
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Did you ever meet the editor of this mag
personally? If not-congratulations! If yes
you know what a pain in the ass he can be.I‘
understand why you people in Britain want
to get rid of him and give him money for
each of his trips to the continent-but this
can't be a solution! He's really aware of
his acting,he doesn't need a gun to force
people to write articles for Raising Hell.
It's simply just his appeara.nce.The only
way to make him leave is writing articles.
Thats also how he did with me and other
people in Hamburg.A friend who owns a motor
cycle had to drive him around all the time
and I had to cook veggie casseroles for him
each day."Okay",I said to him after 2 weeks
"I'll write it." Within 5 minutes he was
gone,,just leaving his mail adress...and
heres the forced article:
(EDITORS NOI'E:This man is obviously a com-—
pulsive liar,I was not have been in Hamburg
more than 5 days,and the only time I had a
veggie casserole I did all the work! He
wouldn't shut up about Hamburg so I said
"0K,OK,just write it all down!")
The following lines shall give you informas
tion what goes on in Hamburg these days.I
guess the news you get about Germany on TV
or radio at the moment are only about the
reunification.It's also the big thing here
as you can imagine,so I don't want to write
about it,cause it really makes me sick.
People here were upet about the British _
Minister who compared our chancellor to
Hitler but he was damn right.The 4th Reich
is not far off anymore,this time without a
fired bullet-todays weapon is called money.
But back to the local stuff.I'm just back
from McDonalds where I had a nice Big Mac.
No,just kidding.0ctober 16th a little demo
took place in front of it.Unfortunately
just 20 people appeared.But another day,
toilets of 5 McDonalds "restaurant" were
blocked with cement.At one M.D. some cock-
roaches were seen (I guess they'll have a
great time at the"restaurant" with all the
rubbish).
The animal rights movement in Germany is
much smaller than in your country.Here
people focus on other topics.
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The Social mocrats is the party n power
in our city hall so you may think politics
here are more liberal and pro working class
—but no way.These so called socialists act
as ignorant and wrong as the conservative
party-sometimes even worse.
They want to close down all the alternative
living projects (like Haffenstrasse),they
force the pressure on foreigners and push
big projects interesting for capitalists &
yuppies in areas which just can't take that
stuff.But many inhabitants of these areasi
are sick of it and protest.I'll give ygu an
example.A rich investor wanted to build a_
huge theatre for the "Phantom Of The Opera"
in Hamburg.It was to be located in an
alternative/low income area to make it
attractive for the yuppies too.The Social
Democratic party helped him in every way
they could.On the site he wanted to build,
there was an old theatre called FLORA which
he wanted to pull down.When the inhabitants
of the area protested against it,the
government sent cops to stop the protests.
But the result was that the protests got
more aggressive,also some attacks on the
construction plant were made.So,when the
theatre was already half pulled down,the
investor said he didn't want to have his
opera there anymore cos it's too dangerous.
After a while people from the area squatted
and renovated the not so heavily damaged
part of the building,to have an alternative
community centre there.This place,which is
called ' ' ' ' (RED FLORA,is still existing over a__

year now),and working out really good.It
has practise room for bands,si1k.screen
facilities,a cafe with a vegetarian soup
kitchen,rooms for art and political exhibi-
tions,meetings and concerts.But the invest-
or wasn't passive either-the government
found him another place close to the other,
on which he built a totally new ugly opera
house.The opening day was June 29th.Price ~
for one ticket was £400 (no joke!),so only
the high society showed up.Well,to be
honest there were also 4000 cops from all
over Germany,but they had big communication
problems.So 1,000 demonstrators appeared
directly in front of the opera and when the
first guests appeared there was no cop to
protect them.People yelled "Eat The Rich!",
rotten fruits and plastic bags filled with
colour or excrements were thrown at them &
some expensive limousines ot smashed.When
the lice ared after an hour the
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chased us away with watercannons and batons-
.But that was just the beginning-usually
people come to demonstrations in black
clothes and masks and stick together in
large groups confronting the cops-but on
June 29th these people put on normal
clothes,split into groups of 20-50 people
who knew each other,ran around in the area
building barricades,set them on fire and
attacked the yuppies cars who were on the
way to the theatre.The whole cop army was
totally confused,their water cannons ran
out of water & they just caught 40 of the
500 rioters.Maybe the pictures give you
some impressions.Now this whole thing
sounds very glorifying but after so many
pressures on the political scene (many
closed squats,arrestedtpeople,lost court
cases etc),the Phantom event was like a
glass of water after 5 days in the desert.
This feeling of still being able to do
something created hope.New big projects for
the money oriented upper class are planned-
I wish more "normal" people would join the
protests not just the political activists.
I also would like to see more foreigners
becoming active against fascists.Since the
wall came down,the number of fascists and
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(THE FASCIS
racists & their activities has grown
enorm0uBly.To speak for Hamburg-the suburbs
are now nazi owned landéand they crawl more
and more into the inner city.After soccer
games on weekends hooligans and skinheads
try to attack the squatted houses of Hafen-
strasse and.beat up people who don't look
the way a "good German" has to looktSome
weeks ago a march against the fascist
violence took place on a.Sunday evening,
about 2,000 people joined,but just a few
foreigns.But it's very dangerous now,to
become active against nazis for them.There
is a new law saying-if foreigns are on the
dole,lost their living space or act against
a law (for example-bashing a fascist)they
can be kicked out of the country.
All these pro rich,pro German activities go
hand in hand.and they have to be seen as
one progress.Time to resist! r
If you have any questions or want to know
about special topics-drop a line,please
enclose an I.R.C.,I can't afford to pay all
stamps out of m own pocket,thanks
Stefan Riebesell/Verteinsstr.29/ 2000 Ham-
bur 56/ Germany.

GD ‘T IE £12! dlll liflq,
'note:"Thanks for participating in our comps
tition.Your story won and heres your prize,
Cheers,Ben!" it was signed by the RAISING
HELL INTERNATIONAL-staff...I read the note
again and again and I slowly realised that
I wasn't the Raising Hell editor any more..
..What a fuckin stupid joke! It can't be
true! Only because of a few gallons o
ouzo‘?! No!!! It can't be truuueee!!
But it was true... -
(Ben's body was accidentally found 5 weeks
later by a police patrol in Paris...)
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INVOLVED WITH ONE OF THE BIGGEST AND LONG-
ssw RUNNING FANZINES IN POLAND

,wITH LITTLE arms FROM
HERNE AND MECY FROM EAST BERLIN,I WAS GONNA
DO A SEPERATE INTERVIEW ABOUT EAST
GERMANY WAS LIKE BUT DIDN'T GET AROUND TO
IT,ANYWAY,HERNE IS SUPPOSED TO BE WRITING
AN ARTICLE ABOUT BERLIN FOR THIS ISSUE,THO
I AINT GOT IT YETJIHIS INTERVIEW TOOK PLACE
AT PIETIAJS BIRTHDAY PARTY ON SEPT.1st....
RH:T0 START OFF WITH,HOW LONG HAS "QQRYQ"
BEEN GOING AND WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL INSPi-
RATION AND MOTIVATION T0 DO IT ?
Pietia:Nell,how long,its more than 5 years
now,it was started by me,in spring '85.I
just saw some western fanzines and I found
that it could be great to do something like
that in Poland,and then I started.the first
issue,it wasn't really the first issue
because I just had the master zine and then
someone stole it.So the second issue was in
August '85,in a really'big;edition,six copi
es I think,oh it was 7 copies,but the third
issue was really serious,it was 50 copies,
and that was really much in that time.
RH:At THAT TIME T0 MAKE YOUR OWN PUBLICAT-
ION WAS ILLEGAL ?
P:Yeah,of course,it was always the threat.
There was a special bill for it.If you do
your own publications,without censorship or
without paying taxes or anything.
Stasiek:;Mostly without censorship,that was
the most important thing at that time.
P;Yeah,the sentence-for that was about 2 or
5_years.But they mostly lock for the W3oli-
darity" papers.I know that they know every-
thing about me,about Zbyszek and all the
people.But the security service mostly pay
attention for the really political papers.
S:You know,once there was such a case,one
guy from Radon,its one city,he released 50
copies of his fanzine and he was watched by
the secret police.And you know,one guy from
secret police,he was a friend of his father
and he told his father about it,and thats
why we know about it.He was watched,and
thats why he stopped doing his fanzine.And
you know,for example,there was such thing
that there was "Freedom And Peace",a news-
paper,magazine,and for example all the
people were putting their names there,all
names.For example in W3olidarity" they had
mostly nicknames.They put their names and
they were fined,nothing more,they were not
_imprisoned for that. _ _
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THIS LS AN INTERVIEW WITH THREE PEOPLE RH:Were THERE MANY OTHER UNDERGROUND,INDE-

PENDANT FANZINES AT THAT TIME ?
P:In that time there were not so many I
think.
Zbyszekzl guess the first stuff like that
was made in the early '80s,like '80,'81.
P:No,it was even in the late '70s.
Z:But it wasn't really serious,they did
just,like occaisional issues.And I would

say between 'B2,with martial law,and '84 I
doA't think even.2ge was done,so that was a
time of complete silence.
S:I guess first fanzine,really,in that
meaning,was fanzine made by DEZERTER,was
called "AZATOX",and they started to do it &
give it for free at their gigs.
P:Yeah,it was in '84.
S:Yeah,they wrote their articles and some
translations of the lyrics of foreign bands
and later some informations.It was very
good,very positive.
P:Azatox was one of the things which insp-
ired me in these things you know,because in
the beginning I knew only Polish fanzines
from the late '70s,were just...
S:Some informations about music you know
and thats all.
P:Not really,but you know,were there some
letters from newspapers and the real hard
chaos in the newspapers.Not really fanzines
in the western meaning of this word.
RH:HQW WAS IT POSSIBLE TO PRINT THE FANZINE
IN THEM DAES ?
P:It was possible because our connections
with people who worked for xerox offices.We
know the guy who works in such office,and
it was possible to give such fanzine to him
and he will print it for you.Of course,we
should pay him some money,but he collected
this money to his own pocket.
S:It was cheaper than usually,and in fact
it was without cenoership so...
Z:So,with that guy it was cheaper because
it was without any taxes,illegal,on stolen
paper.On the stolen,lets say machine,power,
possibilities.The thing is,for him this was
just a chance to get some extra money.
S:Not to help something.
P:And there was at that time of course the
fear of the security service,sometimes I
remember such actions that he was hiding
these things for another people from his
office. '
Z:By the way,this was made in the local of
the communist youth organisation! we did
our things on the stuff of communists.

S:Once for examp1e,I guess 10th issue,it
was printed because one guy had machine,it
was such a machine to make T-shirts...
Z:Maybe its called screen printing ?
P:It was in the beginning of '88,it was
really hard job,because he had to print
about 1,000 copies for a fanzine.
RH:SCREEN PRINTING ???!!
P:Yeah,and it was 20 pages,A4.In fact that
time we had really big fear of security
service.I was called to the main security
service in Warsaw and they asked me some
stupid questions.
Z:It was just because his name appeared on
any leaflet or whatever,about a demonstrat-
ion in another part of Poland.
P:It was "You took part in this demonstrat-
ion in Pi&a",thats another ton,and I was
never been in this another town you know4So
I said "No,I was never been there.",
"But you took a demonstration so we will

S:You know,it's a question that the state
is so,I could say even greedy,they want to
get taxes from everything.For example,if
eyou sell books on the street they will
control you.You pay taxes for just small
things,for everything.
RH:BUT D0 YOU STILL HAVE TO PAY TAXES EVEN
IF YOU DON'T MAKE A BIG PROFIT ON IT ?
P:Yeah,we will have to pay them,if we want
to keep the fanzine for the future you
know,cos theres no other way.
S:Listen,there is one friend of our friend
-who's-making fanzine legally,and for exam-
ple,the cost is around 1,000 Zl,he have to
put the price around 5,000 ZI;Listen,it's
not a question that he would like to earn a
lot of money,it's a question that he would
have to pay a lot of taxes for it and the
price must be 5,000 ZZ,the cost only is1000
Z:But the thing is,from what I know,he is
the first one who decided to legalise his

stuff,and you know,when you begin,then you
take our eyes on you". 5 stuff.He started already as illegalised
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RH:SO HOW IS THE SITUATION NOW FOR STILL
INDEPENDANT MAGAZINES ?
P:Well,now its better because first of all
the censorship doesn't exist no more.Of
course,you can expect some troubles if you
put the problematic stuff,but thats the
same thing as Jello Biafra had.But censorsh
ip as the institute doesn't exist any more
and thats a great thing.
Z:But the other thing is that its still
illegal because we are not registered or
paying taxes.
P:Ne don't like to,and they are so high but
we will have to in the future.
Z:Now we are in the moment that we decided
to legalise it because this fanzine has
grown so much it's just too big,so I don't
think we will manage to keep it secret
still if you do 4,000 copies.
P:It's not secret for sure,I know,I'm sure
that people who do their thing knows about
it,I'm sure.
RH:SO EVEN THOUGH THINGS HAVE GOT A LOT
FREER,YOU'RE STILL NOT ALLOWED...
Z:Yeah,because it's a question of this
economy.This is what we have in Poland,I
would call that wild capitalism.

for your unknowledge about it.

it,and you know,if I will pay,something
like the cost of the fanzine was 1,000 and
if they have to sell it for 5,000 then I
will stop to do it because it doesn't make
any sense. ,
S:It's really,it's a question of this
policy that they take so big taxes from
everything. '
P:But I think we will find a way.
RH:WHAT ABOUT "QQRYQ TAPES" ? HoW DID THAT
START,AN'D DID THE SAME RESTRICTIONS EXIST A
ABOUT TAPES ? A
Z:Yes,exactly the same.We started QQRYQ
TAPES in the early '8S.It was because of 2
rea.sons,first of all,my band,TRYBUNA BRUDU
wanted to put out a tape of our own,and in
December '87 we recorded some stuff in the
studio,and then we decided to put it out,
and because of our relations with Pietia we
decided to release under this "QQHYQ Tapes"
label.And also almost at the same time we
put out a compilation that was called "we
Are The Flowers In The Red Zone",which is a

-paraphrase from this verse from "God Save
The Queen" of Sex Pistols.And we put this
compilation of bands from Poland,Hungary,&
East Germany.Also,these bands from East
Germany,they played in Poland 2 months
earlier,because we made a tour for them,the
first one that we done under those conditio
ns,on,lets say,alternative conditions.Thats
how it was started.So with all the restric-
tions it was the same,so the same was the
attitude of us,like I remember that the
tape of TRYBUNA was sold 10% less than the
production costs,because we thought "This
price is fair",and it really was,and I thin
it still is,of course the price has grown
because of the inflation.We sold like,1,000
tapes of Trybuna,and from this,maybe 150

don't know much how to do that,then you pay

P:Yeah,so you know,for instance,Zbyszek is-
a student of law,so he knows something abou
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something.None of them was sold in a shop,
just at gigs,among friends or private distr
ibutors and so on.So far QQRYQ TAPES made 8
cassettes,that was the first 2 that I told
you about.Then we put out 2 tapes of
DEZERTER,one tape in a very small issue
which was made only for East Germany,for
the friends from East Berlin,it was a tape
from the recordings of a festival in East
Berlin in the church,and it was sold only
there.Then we made such a re-issue of
KOLABORANCI tape,and last one was PRESIDENT
FETCH album on a tape,a band that played a
tour in Poland last December,and the next
one will be the Warsaw concert of No
Means No that took place on 25th May.It
will be good quality,and,as Pietia wrote i
the 1-ast issue of QQRYQ that was the bigg-
est musical event in Warsaw since a couple
of years.
RH:WHY HAS TRYBUNA BRUDU SPLIT ?
Z:We kept on playing together fior 5 years &
we have grown up a bit,now we are adult
people.It stopped working within the band,
because the differences between us were
bigger and bigger.We never took this decis-
ion to split,it just came up like that.
P:From my view it was they had no more fun
to play together anymore.
Z:I mean,yeah,we had fun,but the problems
within the band were bigger than the fun
I'd say!Even in February we made such a
small tour in Denmark,Sweden and West Germ-
an that was a lot of fun for us but evenY1 _ 9 Rathis didn't help the band to keep itself 1
together. \ °
RH:WHAT -PROBLEMS IS mans T0 no concmus IN '1'/"
poLAND,FOR A BAND? A FEW YEARS ACO COMPARED
TO NOW ?
Z:Yeah,thats good to split it into 2 parts,
before and now.Before it was a problem of,
yeah,censorship,because all the lyrics sung
by bands had to be censored.
P:I can tell you one funny thing because
you know,before,if.a band played in a club,
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then they have to get their lyrics cenored
by the censors office,and some of bands giv
false lyrics to the censors office,so they
accept it.And they sang right lyrics at
the gig. _
Z:That was the way.It was also the question
that it was no independent places and
independent condition for gigs,because
almost all of them took part in student
clubs,or,it's called in Poland,"House Of
Culture" in any town,or whatever,so always
just under normal conditions as for the
others new starting rock bands or whatever.
S:There was no,for example,even later such
things appeared that just_the people from
the scene started to organise gigs,even in
such places,state places or student clubs.
Z:Thés is the question of this evolution
because you know,you never have this
absolutely fine conditions,you always have
to take this compromise,and one of the
compromise was "OK,if we can't do
that on the independant cond_itions,because
none of us have equipment,none of us has a
place and so onfso we have to deal with
them." But going back to this previous eras
,it was like that,that everybody except for
the band was really a shitface,or almost
everybody,because they didn't do it just
for making this scene working.Just either
for money or for good result of the job in
these cultural places.To sign your reports
just in the year,ok,lets say '85 "we put so
many rock concerts for our youth",and after
in the final score of the year is_"Yeah,we
did cultural activity."
Herne:Yeah, _Zbyszek,but I think nobody can
keep this in the west,really,what you told
now should be explained a bit more.When
living in the west and coming in the east,
you don't keep this problem,you know,this
was the statistics and.so on.
Z:What they had in such places was a cultur
al policy which said OK,rock concerts
should also be in that place,so they did.
S:They just wanted to show "OK something is
going on",that you couldn't blame them "Oh
listen there is nothing going on in this
area",and so on.I mean in small areas they
shouldn't do that,I mean one,2_concerts in
the area and that is all.But in such big
area,the people could complain so it was
just like "OK;we will do that for them"
H:Look for the background,because it was
just one thing to keep the youth silently,
if there would be less done,then it would
be even worse with the feeling of the youth
It means that they had to have some rock
gigs and so on because of giving the youth
a bit of satisfaction.Thats what I mean, '
thats the background of all these events
being in Poland or in East Germany or where
ever in the east.All these official run
things to keep the youth a bit more silent.
RH:CAN YOU TELL US A BIT MORE ABOUT WHAT
conCERTS HERE LIKE IN EAST BERLIN ?
H:Yes,it was more or less the same as in
.Poland but the difference was of course,

that here was possible to make gigs from
official youth clubs,in East Germany those
gigs took place in places church gave to us
and we used them as we wanted to use them,
so it means the difference was,the protest-
ant church gave us rooms,the state gave to
the youth in Poland,we could be more inde-
pendant with these rooms than the Polish
youth could behave with the stately given
rooms.So,we had more opportunities to do
things,you know,we didn't have any censor-
ship there,we had no control at all,so we
could do our own thing,but just inside.We
couldn't make advertising,we couldn't make
anything for outside,just for inside,just
the people get in,they could see the gigs
and see the political stuff.
Mecy:Always_the sam people were sitting
together and thinking about the same prob-
lems,we had no public information outside,
it was such a closed group,you had no
contact to average people.
S:For example,typical punk gigs in Poland,
some bands could say something against,for
example,government and so on,but sometimes
they were just for a short time arrested,or
you could see some good citizens in there
as I have seen once and they were just wate
ching what is going about.
M:I think gigs is another thing,I think
just political activities were more impor-
tant,and you couldn't trust anybody,you
know,just some friends,and it was a very
close group,and so it was not possible to
get any more people involved.
H:That was in East Germany,not in Poland.
Z:An example in East Germany was,one of the
bands we put on "We Are The Flowers In The
Red Zone"compi1ation,when they started,
after just a couple of practices,they
already got a paper from the police,"Hey
listen,you started a band,the band is call-
ed WARTBURGS FUR WALTER,so,what do you want
to sing about? Why do you make this music?
What do you want to do?" and so on.
M:We were 3 people putting out this paper &
even our best friends didn't know about it
you know,we went through the night and
throw them in the post boxes,even to our
best friends,because nobody should know
about it,you couldn't trust anybody,they
had this very complete control.
Z:Yeah,but it's a question of,every 10th
citizen of East Germany was a spy.
P:Its impossible in Poland because theres
one of the biggest traditions here was that
everyones against government.
Z:Not to collaborate.
P:Poland was so many years occupied by othe
nations,Germany or Russia,there was a tradi
tion of conspiracy and being against govern
ment is really strong here. .
M:Cou1d you trust everybody? I mean,just if
you go on the street and tell political
things,I think it was also dangerous for
you.
'S:Yeah,oh listen,it was...
(Lots of talking all at once that I cant
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make out at all.) t
Z:Now it's more independant as the way you
understand it in the west,it's done by our
selves more and more,we still don't have
the equipment,for instance PA,we still dont
have places,hardly any,but there are more
people involved in it,this independant way
of thinking.When we do our gigs,we find a _
place,like the student clubs,or a cinema,&

eople in the scene in there,and we get th
then we get the stuff like the PA and the _ . Q -P . . L
bands.Of course,this is illegal because we 3 ' *
have no tickets,but get the money from the
people without any paper;we pay the bands
without any paper,we pay the PA without an
paper,and so on.But on the other hand this
information about the gigs is shared only
in the form of invitations,distributed to
the people,so,I don't think it gets to the
hands of any people who controls stuff like
that.This is one way,but in some places,
thats just not possible,they have to do it
more or less legally because of the place,
renting or whatever.But in general ,the
evolution goes in the direction that its
more and more in the hands of the people
who are really in it.Punk innit?
S:There are some_attempts to get indepen-
dant places,for example in Pila,I guess
they won.
Z:Yeah,they are the most forward to this
because they have already the place,they
faught for it with this hunger strike and
so on.This is the heritage of any communist
organisation.I mean,first they dealed with
them when the communists didn't stopped
ruling this country.'I'his is a very good
example of how it should work because its
not a very big town this Pila,but people
there are relatively very strong,and even
if we take QQHYQ and ANTENA KRZYKU,these 2
fanzines in Poland,the biggest ones,they
made most of the gigs,but their stuff that
they do is more forward in this evolution
toward independance.
RH:SO,WHA'l‘ DO YOU THINK ABOUT WHATS GOING
on IN POLAND WITH THE NEW GOVERNMENT? AND
THE WAY IT'S GOING ?
Z:We prefer this what is going on now than
was going on before,but the direction it
goes to is so fucked up as it was,because
this is replacing one kind of rip off to
another one.And,as we are poor country with
a lot of problems we are going to be a very
poor capitalist oountry,with very few
opportunities for the people.
3:Mostly opportunities for Western
capitalists.
P:Surely as whats going on now it will not
be like Sweden,just rather like Middle East
countries,really wild capitalism,not soft
capitalism.
Z:There will be a lot of differences you
know because you have these very poor
people,and very rich people.Now we have
this official unemployment,and it still
happens that the dole money is % of what
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the government says is the social minimum.
S:About before,there was,I couldn't say
unemp1oyment,there was a duty to work,you
were forced to work.You'd get called a
social parasite,and you could be fined or
even worse.
P:If you didn't work for a month,and then
5 months then you are put in a special book
for registration. I I
S:And then,the worst thing,but it didn't
happen very often,you could be put in the
work camp.If you didn't work for 3 months
they should find a job for you,but a lot of
the jobs were very shitty paid.
P:The typical job in socialism was that you
had to work for 10 hours and then you can
sleep or anything.And then you get the
shitty money for the shitty job.
RH:WHA’I' ABOUT THIE CHITRCI-I153 INCREASED ROLE
IN POLAND ?
Z:Do you have another cassette? Cos we can
talk about this for 2 hours.Before,there
were 2 centres of power,one was this police
,political power that was the government,&
the mental power was the church.If you take
Poland,if you realise that every Sunday you
have 70% of the nation in church,so thats;
it you see,even in this totally totalitar-
ian country it's possible to make so many
people come down.The church was one of the

leading power structures that led to this,
that communists doesn't rule this country,
but now they don't have this opposite side
as the communists were,so now they are
getting stronger and stronger and stronger.
S:In 1980,leaders of the church,when there
was a Solidarity strike,they were opposed,
they were against it.
(Tape got chewed up here & I can't make out
some of whats said.)
S:This is just my opinion,during the mart-
ial law,the leaders just seemed not to care
so much,of course,priests,thats another
problem,but the leaders I guess.Now you get
a lot of religious shit on TV,as I told you
,at least couple of times a week you get a
religious program,every leaders of govern-
ment take part in religious events.
E:The last shit was that they introduced
religion into scho0ls,and they think alread
about leading religion as obligatory stuff
into the army.I‘m really pessimistic about
this.Because in such a country when the
religion is so strong it may lead to the
next fanatism.If you take this preface that
Pietia made in English for the last QQBYQ,
issue 15,it's not so impossible that the
next Adolf Hitler will be a Polish catholic
HLYou are wrong,Helmut Kohl is the next
Adolf Hitler or something like him,somebody
from Germany.again.
S:Listen,there are such catholics for
oxample,that make such program that "OK,we
like democracy,but only Polish democracy."
It means that only real Polish people,and
real catholics will have a right to vote,&
they said "Oh,this is not impossible to
make it,you just have t_o make special comm-
issions who will decide if you are real
oatholic,and real Polish men",and the
others will not have anything to say.The
leader of the church,he's just lover of the
nationalists.
‘IHERE HA5 some some R A E in O
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P:I think they're nothing more than politi-
cians,because during communism it was
really quiet about all the political stuff
and so on,and he was collaborating with
communism in fact.
Z:Hopefully they will cancel it out (Relig-
ion in schools) because one of the parties
took it to this constitutional tribunal
because this is against the constitution.
Whatever you can say about this communist
constitution,which is still in force,one
thing which is good is the difference
between state and church. .
S:Yeah,but it could take months,and as‘long
as the constitutional tribunal will not
decide about it,this law,whioh was not
passed by the parliament,only by Ministry
of Education,I should also tell you this
Ministry of Education had this ultimatum to
introduce religion or resign,and it takes
months,because after decision of constitut-
ional tribunal there is a time to vote
against it,and this law'could still exist.
0riginally,in school they wanted to intro-
duce prayer.
RH:l¢r1AT 1s THE HARDEST SENTENCE IN POLISH
YOU CAN nnmt OF FOR sormolm WHO CAN'T
SPEAK POLISH so PRONOUNCE,AND HOW no YOU
SPELL IT ? I
stwe can tell you but you will never be
able to put it down.
Z:Stebzi*sz-?przcz-,*ciziskil(or some-
thing like thet).
lllH:ANYTHING ELSE YOU WANNA SAY ?
Z:Haye you got a pen? So fuck you!
S:Fuck the poll tax. "
OK,I mow nus semis TO STOP A BIT SUDDENLY
BUT Tl-[E TAPE FUCKED UP,AND WHEN IT cor
sonwsn OUT,I coma) see THIS GOING on ALL
NIGHT (um HALF nus ZINE!) so I DIDN'T ASK
The cums QUESTIONS I HAD..ANY‘.4AY,IF YOU
WANNA WHITE fro ochre ZINEJII-BEES mm comm:-m
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give space to the squatters interests,that
is to say to give oneself room.

I 4"So,the first step to liven up a squat is to

Through direct action we can show to the
ether people who live in the same condit-
ions,that to squat is possible,is right and
anyway is better than to live the usual
commercialized,impracticable life.

L / " Practising self-management and squatting
. - * ’ you can recover new communication instru-

TD O ITRLY ments es eoiall in this age,in which the
T

.. 1 9 P Y _ . _
TAKEN FROM ONAL I IN OF SOCIAL old schemes (as the political collective)
SQUAT CENTRES-NR.1 are disapeared,we hope forever.

The most important element of cohesion is
El Paso has been squatted on the 5th of Dec . -_'87 b Avaria collective after 5 other the development of common interests,especi

Y ' . ally the communication'that‘s warranty of
squatting attempts moved out by the police _ t d’ . from they
and we the 20° e<=“e*1°e= thaflet ZQfiiiii.Z?§aai§‘ii‘§aii?.agZ2E;’£§f.ii. aaaf r th social s ces be an in Torino in0 8 pa S. . in the "vanguards".March '84 with the squatting of the movie- H h t t t f t be w o squa s wan s o ace concre e pro -
Egziéiisggana by the Anarchists Punks & lems,he wants to live days and nights of

. . ' ' ‘t t t f
El Paso is an ancient "fin de siecle" villa his Ow? ilfiéhe doegn yam to Iacrl lo? 1
with a garden and big plan trees.The first hlmsel 0 e Service O mys erlous Socla
fl or is used as living space the lower one Classes existing just in ideologizedQ _ . .. ' religious minds.as social centre. ~ S ~
We propose pleasure and freedom in oppcsit- §§-
ion to sacrifice.Starting from our needs,we335”7
fight for its satisfactiongwe don't care _
about the rules of the game,we serenely '~
exceed the limits of legality through the -—-
thought and practice of direct action.We
think it's possible to live better,here and
now,just through the revolt.
we don't accept the division from the I
squatters and the people outside,we don't
consider ourselves as seperate vanguards,
because it's like to accept the placeing in
the ghetto that the power proposes.The
squatters of the social centre are mostly __, - , _.p __ _

oung unemP10Yed;theY aren't and theY,don't i;#QL=oa~a —' '* '““ “- “."“""'
iant to become proffessional agitators;they EL PASO'S NaNAGEMENT‘
consider themselves as the main targets of Every Tuesday evenlh8_theT9 5 the "eekiyd
the social centre. m@@tih€;thiB meeting is open for every O Y-
El Pas's enterprises don't respect the Here the assembly that °°nsentS'debat?s'
interpretive cages of the dominant culture. organises all the Proposal of enterprises
They don't respect,for example,the division coming both from the squatters and Outer
between politics and the other spheres as people. _ Q
the artistic one,or the work one,or the one They're special assemblY_lU Qther moment“ f
of human relations.It's just because they to organise specific actlvttles as works O
escape from the division that alienates maintainance or re-adaptation,or HS the
these enterprises get received easier by meeting of the editorial staffof Rrosese-
the other youngs living in similar lavy. _
conditions. In case of some serious happening (85
The squatters aren't agitators of masses, police repression Or danger news from a
but theirselves,as belonging to the rotten Social Squat Centre of another townltnere t
social corpse,as spontanious propagators of are meeting strictly reserved to the squat
revolt.They're men who live the contradict- ers,closed to outer people (Just to avoid
ions of many,they allow themselves to act
towards their needs satisfaction;they show
to the people who live the same slavery a
not subdued and not conforming way of liv-
ing;this way of living permits,through
direct action & self-management,to deal
with the social problems starting from the
personal ones,avoiding banishment in the
desert of inaction,of lamentation,of "cul-
ture",of"Art",of"Politics".

I’ Qi

clothes detectives)in which we pr0jeCt
illegal actions. ‘
On every seasonal maturity,an Ll Paso s
dgputation go to the national meeting ln
another Social Centre to debate and organ-
ize the next National Bulletin.That'S VET?- I

important for us,because in our town We TE
the only squat since the '70B.wnl19 in. Ir
others towns (as Milano,Roma etc) there -9

the prescence of police's informer or plain

_ al .

more than one Social Centre and squatted
flats.A1l that is not by chance:Torino is
the symbol of work (FIAT),an hostile,
reserved,militarized townrunmanageable for
every kind of change,culural too.From the
'84 our fights cost us more than 350 accu-
sations,millions of penalties and acts of
retaliation by the police.
All the rooms of E1 Paso are available at
everyone who ask for,both groups and indi-
vidua1,to carry out his activity provided
they self-manage everything; from the '+
social centre are banned;
-All the institutional groups bound to the
Parties.

-All the (youth) Parties organisations,both
cultural and sporting etc...

-Every kind of religion.
As regards drugs,we bear the individual
consume of light drugs;it's severely for-
hidden to sell or buy any kind of drugs.
Even if the Centre is open to everyone,we
realized through every past experience of
collectivism that the police often use pre-
text of drug to criminalise alternative
movement.Another remark we must consider is
that junkies are the weakest spots of the
chain,they're easily blackmailing by the
police that can exploit them as informers.
Our activities are heterogeneous:concerts
of every kind of music,films in 16mm,vide0s
,theatre,dancin'parties,sccial lunches, ’
performances.We organised more than one
independent film makers festival (Italian
e foreigner),exhibitions about jail and
political prisoners,solidarity concerts for
partisans in Salvador,presentations of
review (Decoder) and books ("Sui0ide,instr-
uctions for use"),anti-militarist parties,
abstentionist performances,anti-religious
concerts/propaganda.
we also have a little printing workshop,a
centre of distribution of self-managed
material,a photographic wcrkshop,two music
rooms and a recording room in preparation,a
bar and a kitchen. '
For any of this activities we ask money .
(never more than 5,000 Lire(=about 52.50)),
just when he who organises had some expen-
ces,or when we have to finance some other
Social Centre or prisoners or political
actions.Anyway,no-one who hasn't money is
refused.

I

All the money we got from the activities is
ruled by the assembly.About the concert we
decide to give a fixed refund for every
foreigner band;for Italian band this refund
depends on the distance.According to us,
concerts are an activity like the others,so
if you want to make something in a Social
Centre you don't have to be rewarded.Anyway
every time we have a proposal we debate
every single case also by the economic side.
WRITE TO:Centro Sociale Occupato "El Paso"

Via Passo Buole 47
10100 Torino

‘Italy
DISTRIBUTION: CONCERTS,INFO & VARIOUS:
Baccetto Gabriella Mario Spesso °/o Frisetti
Via P0 25 Via Nizza 27
10100 Torino 10100 Torino
Ital It 1
Tel {011)B395665 T I i011)6 02~ 8 - 5 774
Contact us if you want to organize concerts
,distribute your stuff or simply if you
want to compare your ideas;we'd like to
contact every squat with social and not
commercial attitude;FUCK THE STATE
THE 2 ABOVE ARTICLES ABOUT THE WONDERFUL,
MAGNIFICENT EL PASO COME.‘ FROM AN ENGLISH
TRANSLATION OF A MIG PUT OUT BY THE PEOPLE
FROM EL PASO WHICH ALSO INCLUDES SOME OTHER

"§TyFE_SO ASK ABOUT THAT IF YOU WRITE. '

J

c

kind of 5 day event/meeting,or gathering of
self production,self managed groups,distri-
butions etc from all over Italy and also a
couple from France & Germany.The event was
called "La Lega Dei Furiosi" and took place

/in some kind of big old store/warehouse
right next to the beautiful,and dirty,River
Po.During each day there was discussions,

etings,debates,about various different
pects of self-management (Autogestione).

Unfortunately I can't tell you a lot about
t was said as I don't speak the language

,especially when theres people arguing
together at 100mphl And I didn't have much
explained,but this is the 5 main debates
were:"Against the music business.Organisa-
tion for the creation of an alternative
concert circuit?,"Self production and mer-

iZ 

\
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chandise within the ghett0.Development of
a network of distribution outside the
comercial market.Catalogue collective.",
"New technology & self production,limits &
prospectives.".Also during all 5 days there
were loads of stalls around the big room
selling all sorts of papers,mags,books,
records,tapes,posters etc,kind of like an
Anarchist Bookfair over here,but more to do
with the alternative music and self manage-
ment than only politics (tho,it could be
well argued that taking control of our own
affairs in these matters 55 p0litical1).A
catalogue of self managed,non-commercial
distributors taking part in the 5 days had
been produced.It only includes one in Italy
for the first issue,but it should be worth... H ,l l-“_L .e __i J_ - ee-ia=u“+=-“ nther distributors included in it: J

res a short List D1. u.....=.. .-._..-.------i-had
- "cided not to list ones who were inc u
- est issue (except a. couple that've chfl-118°

dress)as it seems pretty pointless hsving§______R
‘he same old list in ever? timflvfull list t°°

ain nxt_issue so if Y°“ "anna ha incl“
then -et in t d-QmMLY- _

Bradf
*TI lmmn Qmn.Gauguin/Z0220 Tarnoa/Francedes 22 Rue Paul

Each night there was bands playing too and
a bar/food etc.Other things included video,
talks,and varius other performances.If you
thought you'd already seen everything in-
side you could always go & sit by the river
and talk to drunken maniacs.Altogether a
pretty positive weekend with lots going on
and very well attended (on Friday &;Satur-
day anyway),with a good atmosphere most of
the time.The D.I.Y. attitude &.movement in
Italy seems so much stronger than here (and
everywhere else I've been for that matter!)
it really shows up a lot of so called alter
natives here and can be a real inspirationl
If ya wanna write for more_info on this
¢ata10gue,write to:NAUTILUS/C.P.1511/ -
10100 Torino/ITALY. Here's a list of the

t Yorks
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There're a lot of s uatted laces here in Hoq P me!
called "Centri Sociali Occupati e Autogestiti"
(Squatted & Selfmanaged Social Centres,more or
less)m0st of them exist since 5 years and now
there're about 10.These are places where people
organise concerts,political meetings,videos and
cinema and other social activities;Not all of
them are so active,there're just 2 or 3 that
are Very active and weekly do something.The
most known is "Forte Prenestino",above all for
the gigs of American bands that brought to the
Forte even one thousand people.Those places are
mostly run by communists but from different
groups and organisations,so there're some polit
ical difference among them.The biggest politic-
al struggle they're bring on is to be recogniz-
ed by the institution like a political force,to
make them assign the places (above all these
squatted places are property of the council)and
take the public finance.In some of these places
there're people who live inside too but they're
not squats like you can imagine seeing in
places like Denmark or Germany.
As regards squatted houses here in Rome,therere
5 big occupation in the suburbs,(one exist
ninC8 about 10 years) where there're families
and some comrade.The buildings squatted were
houses who council built to give to homeless,
evicted families...and maintain them empty to
leave the speculation go on.Originally these
occupations were spontaneous,I mean the famil-
ies homeless,evicted etc. organised themelves
to occupate and later comrades came to give
more political contents and to begin the polit-
ical struggle.Naybe it's strange to understand
this difference but it exists and often is very
strong because most of the families are just
forced to squat,just because their need is to
have a flat and they've no other alternative,
Politically what these occupations are standing_
for (I'm talking of 5 occupations here in Home
of thousands of families)is to obtain the flats
in accordance with a law that guarantee (...
should do) the house to homeless evicted famil-
ies.This is what the alternative movement is
expressing here in Rome;Naturally there're a
lot of other situations like co1lectives,a
radio,newsheet and so on but they're not so
"spectacular".
Finally theres our squat,a big building near
the central station we've occupied the 2nd of
June and well,we like the idea to squat a place
to organize activities and in general to expr-
ess ourselves but first of all we want to
express all these things in our lives,we
believe in the "propaganda of the fact" not in
the sermons.We don't like to discuss,toorganize
things in a squatted place and coming back home
to our families or in a rent flat with a fix
job etc.
Besides we believe in the self managing and in
the direct action meth0ds,so we basically
refuse compromises with the institution to have

1*" the house assigned,\~le believe the only guaran-
tee to have a house is our strength,our will to
live it and to communicate it.He refuse the
idea that a political group manage an occupat-
ion (as it happens in the other occupations

with the families),each political or practical
decision must be taken by all people who live
inside.We've squatted as individual,we've ref-
used the role of the family because for us the
right to have a house born as individual need,
so our struggle is not to point out the welfare
state contradictions but to build radical alter
natives outside it as much as possible.

ifll
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A bit cronology of our squat:we've occupied the
2nd June (here is the army forces holidays) and
until now we havent had so much troubles with
the police maybe because in the beginning they
were too busy for the fucking Italia '90 foot-
ball show and later probably they've prefered
to try to understand our strength and our
possibilities to grow up ‘cause we're the first
squat in Home (besides we're in a popular dist-
rict that has been historically a landmark of
the alternative movement).Anyway provocations
couldn't be missing in the most military town
of Italy but until now we've done,I think,the
biggest provocation...
We're about 20 people,a very approximate number
because its a "very opened" situation as you
can imagine,and until now problem is among our-
selves,both relations and sometimes political
program;people who's living here now was not a
group who worked to prepare the occupation,not
all,for the.most of us the knowledge is begun
after the occupation.It's a very hard work to
build an identity but we're trying and the
situation (living in a squat)couldn't be best,
Due to our inner problems and above all to
political differences with the other occupat-
ions we don't have a connection with them here
in Home but we're trying to create it with
other squats in Italy and we'd like to do
another occupation soon;
The place we've squatted is very big (see
photo)and as possible we're trying to organise
open events inside;until now we've done 2
parties basically to get money because there
was a lot of work to do inside,recently we've
organized a meeting about what's happenned in
England and Scotland when the "Poll Tax" laws
passed. -
There should be a lot of things to add but it's
difficult trying to explain more particularly
to someone who's living so far to understand‘
immediately.Kisses+Embraces+Anarchy,Fabbrizzio.
OK THERE HAS SOME MORE STUFF ABOUT THE "LBGA
DEI FURIOSI",AND A COUPLE'0F FLIERS ABOUT THE
IDEAS BEHIND THIS SQ.UAI',BU'I" I GOT THIS 'I'HE DAY
BEFORE RHI we c-cum co TO oer HRINTED (IT HA3
WRITTEN use 0C'I'0BER)S0 rrs comm as A squeeze
T0 BIT IT IN ANYUAY,BUT THANK TO FABBRIZZIO,
I-mess HIS ADRESS:Fabrizio DMNDREA/VIA PRENEl<3T-
INO 1a6/00176 Roma/Italy
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NHO—RE1'.EASED A l"E[GHI'Y Il*'IPRE3SIVE,MUSICALLY
AND LYRICALLY,L.IP. LAST YEAR AND ARE use
NIcE AND HONEST FOLKS INv0LvEB IN venous
OTHER ACTIVITIES LIKE GIGS AT AK47 IN THE
KIEFERDSTR. SQUATS,AND TI-IE LAmL cmmmr »
HEc0HIs.wELL,I ORIGINALLY DID AN INTERVIEW
NITH THEM IN SEPTEMBER BUT THE FUCKING TAPE
DIDN'T‘ RECORD,SO I sENT BASICALLY THE SAME
QUESTIONS THROUGH THE PCST AND THIs Is wor
I GOT,I THINK THERE JOINT mswEEs FROM LENA
(\FOCAIS),GUHLI(BBS) AND ALEX(GUITAR)......
TELL us A BIT ABOUT YOUR TRIPS AROUND
EuE0I>E,H0w IT wENT,wHEHE YOU wENT AND How
THINGS AND PEOPLE DIFFERED mm STRANGE
THINGS.
A:Momido 7 played more in Europe than in
Germany.We travelled to Scandinavia (Den- -A-- - -I
mark5Sweden,Norway,Finland)twice,in ‘B9 and
in '90.Both tours were organised by a '
couple of friends living in those countries
.As we organise gigs for other bands too,we
made loads of contacts with active bands/
organisers.This helps a lot.Tours are
planned & travelled independantly.People
'learn from each other...Strangest part of
the tour is always Finland,for different '"
reasons.Nhen we came there in '89,there I
were no squats,and no drugs except alcohol.
In 1990 there were the first squats
(obviously evicted very fast)and people

k ll t f Th Finnish drug

A:As we don't want anybody to get any prof-
its out of our sound we prefer to do it
ourselves.Some friends of us do some art-
'work the other one the layouts,one the ads!
in zines,all together the distribution...
any leftovers are send to finance further
projects.
Q:IN THE GERMANSCENE (AS HELL AS ANY oTHEB
TO DEGREES)THE% SEEMS TO BE ONE COMMERCIAL
SIDE TO IT BUT AESO TOTALLY GENUINE ALTERN-
ATIVE3 (LIKE AK47,CAMPARY HEcs. ETC),WHAT
DO YOU THINK ABOUT THAT? WOULD YOU EVENESAY
THEY ARE SEPERATE SCENES ?
A:I guess there are more smaller groups of
friends in different cities who "form" a
base for the so called "scene" to exist on,
than that there are there are complex-big-
movement-like-scenes.Most of those activ-
ists live within their activities,and fully
boycott the clubs & venues who work commer-
cially,and just use indie-bands to fill up
their bowl.There are loads of people just
consuming gigs & bands,and those people
don't care about where a band is playing

‘and are willing to pay £7-8 to see a
favourite band.
QHJHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT HOW THE LP HAS
TURNED OUT?
A=we sold about all copies (1000) of this
LP within 7 month,and most of the reactions
were fairly good.As we were almost complete
ly unknown.we were surprised how fast we
sold out.

liqalso~<---'-*-‘--
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too a sorso drugs. e i - -GIQHU Lip‘
habits seem very extreme.People go to gigs
and they are so drunk from their home made
spirits (80% alcohol) that they fall asleep
in masses before the gig even started.
Boring,that is.The S.E. movement (Youth
against drugs) has got many followers as
wel1,maybe just because so many people are
addicted to alcohol.
Scandinavia is good to play anyway,and the
most active people live in Norway.It's
really worth to travel up to Trondheim,just
to meet those nice bunch of activists and
musicians (Hi Jajelly & Audeun!).But,beware
it's fucking expensive! A flat tyre and
some repairs on the van pulls you out of
your shoesi we also had a small German tour
and played in Switzerland.
Q:THE LP IS TOTALLY SELF PRODUCED AND DIST-
RIBUTED,HOW,AND WHY IS THIS IMPORTANT TO
YOU ?

1 -

Q=T1m NEW SONGS (T0 HE) SOUND A BIT MORE
TOWARDS "ROCK" (THOUGH OBVIOUSLY NOT TOT-
ALLY),wHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THAT '.>
THEE BEEN some CHANGES IN THE BAND SINCE
THE LP,SO WHATS HAPPENED '2
A:Rockish? What a question.(CALM DOWN,l'M

"NOT TRYING T0 SAY MOMIDO 7 IS BECOMING A
BLAND COMMERCIAL ROCK BAND1).Well,could be
coz we had some changes in our line up,and
every new player brings its own slice of
style to the band...We had so many drummers
that we stopped counting 'em,and now we
wait a while ‘til Mark,our 1 drummer is
back in town.Then we'll start again.Lena is
pregnant now as well,so we'll have a break
for probably % a year...
WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT THE GERMAN HE-UNIFI
CATION,AND THE WAY EUROPE IN GENERAL IS I
GOING RIGHT NOW ?
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A:HEUNIFUCKATION:There was alread so much.__?___________ y
talking about that one...We1l,it obviously
8005 for the E.German population that they
can travel around now,but soon they'll
reckon that they are much too poor to pay
thoe journeys to expensive European cities
...The East-German wages B.E. are about 55%
of the West German.The average rent for a
flat in E.G. was about £50 a month,the rent
was so called "frozen" and dated from 1936.
The living standard is really low,'coz now
they Pay as much as W.Germany for the rent
& electricity & food,but they earn a lot
less.-The reunifuckation will produce mill-
Ions of unemployed homeless people & pQVer_
ty will increase.
Loads of frustrated unemployed youngsterg
tend to Join the extreme right wing parties
,kill & threat & hate foreigners & alterna-
tives.
So far:SHIIIT!
Q:WHAT ABOUT THE "GULF CRISIS"? M-IAT DO YOU
THINK WILL HAPPEN,IT SEEFB "OUR" LEA])Em
ARE INTENT ON WAR EVEN THOUGH THEY'VE PROM-
ISED DIFFERENT ALL ALONG.
A:The mass media hype towards Iraq will
directly into a clash.Today I read that
some scientists played the war scenario on
their computer,and they forspelled masgive
environmental damages,'coz when Saddam
really blow up the oilsprings they gonna
burn for goddam month! The atmosphere will
be partially heated up & this will also
affect on the world climate.The German
Green Party has got hassle now with the
German "intelligence service" 'coz they
printed posters on which a soldier said No,
he doesn't wanna die for oi1...Ami go Home.
Q:DO YOU BELIEVE THERES SUCH A THING AS
"HUMAN NATURE" A3 A LOT OF PEOPLE SEEM TO,
ms"? THERE "GOOD AND BAD IN EVERY ONE OF

A:Guess theres Good ‘n Bad in every one of
"5~It juflt depends on how you've been treat
—ed/educated in your childhood to show how
it's working out in an individuum.Guess

also that some people are broken to do any
good things for 'enselves or others
Q3wHAT ABOUT CHARLIE MANSON,YOU'RE THINKING
OF DOING SOME OF HIS SONGS,HHY? AND WHAT DO
THINK ABOUT WHAT THE "MAISON FAMILY" WAS?
A:We probably do some of Mansons Lyrix cos
their good.He_wrote really good critical
lyrix which are still actual,like how it is
to live a life as an underdog.H1s turnout
as the commander of a teeny-killer brigade
is something which is hard to understand,if
that's possible anyway. I
Hell,guess the "Family" really had some-
thing as a family for it's members.It's
such a weird.& complicated story that you
can't talk about it in a few sentences.The
most informative document I ever read about
was "The Manson File".It's a kind of
reconstruction,day'sy day.of the years of
the Dune-buggy-attack-battallion.Really
informative.
Q:HHAT ABOUT THE EUROPEAN (mm WORLD) PHNH
SCENE? THINGS REALLY SEEM TO BE GROWING A
LOT CLOSER,EVERYNHERE YOU GO YOU MEET PEOPL
WHO KNOW OTHER PEOPLE YOU KNOW FROM ALL
OVER THE PLACE.
A:Yap,thanx to many active punx all around
the globe we can bring in the fruits of
communication.You can start & write letters
and swap sound & information,you can easily
book.squat tours for bands,you can travel
around to experience other ways of life and
you can get loads of visitors from every-
where.Ue can organise & help each other and
get a wider view on people like us under
different circumstances.International
solidarity just makes life more independant
& interesting.
Q:OR IS THE WHOLE IDEA OF "PUNK" SIMPLY
OUTDATED,WE ARE ENTERING NEW AND TERRIFYING
TIMES,DON'T WE NEED SOMETHIM} EQUALLY NEW &
RADICAL? CAN YOU SEE THIS HAPPENNING ?
A:No,punc is not outdated. _ ' '
New &.terrifying times ask for new & radic-
al thoughts and enough people are aware to
react.The problem will always be the diffi-
culties you face when you try to work with
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something.Just have a look at the non poll
tax payers.If just enough people refuse to _ ____ 0
pay it's impossible to charge each dt every , _ A~— . ___
refuser! That's radical! c ‘ '-Fl-3ii‘
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Q:UHAT HAVE YOU GOT PLANNED? AND ANY EXTRA g .?fiNQ‘.
THINGS UK)EiAY ? I ' "II. ~ Am
A:Plans? Start playing again next yea_r,plan .-

o East in ' 2 CSSR Poland A ._to E 9 -( 1 )-
Guhli:I'm giving my helping hand playing
bass in Die Schwarzen Schafe.Their original
guitarist left.So Alex took the 6 strings.
He was used toyplay bass.We're going to
studio start of January and we're having a
tour in March with Broken Toys (U.3.)
I-‘inland,Germany,France ,1-Iolland. . .'
Other plans being a good father you know.
OK,THAN"KS FOR THE ADBWERS AND SORRY TO USE
POSTAL INTEBvIE*.s,I GUESS I SHOULD HAVE was av er‘-$"’° Maia A.s-one-we
CHECKED THE TAPE AT THE TIME: ’“' Qo‘,.U£dbR::ir?gR¢ssoRc ARI. tie
THEY RECENTLY HAvE A NEW SPLIT 7" EP WITH
ss-2o_ WHICH COSTS $5 INC. POSTAGE AND AHE
ALSO LOOKING FOR DISTRIBUTORS,CONTACT:
MOMIDO 7/Kiefernstr.25/ 4000 Dusseldorf 1/
Germany.
 A-N0.I'1"'S JIBT A PHASE YOU'RE GOING . ‘ .

OUGH‘AND ITQS PERFECTLY NATURAL. thfi 13-St 25 YE-B.I'S.I have HOW I'E*1;1.1J£"I'1--
TH-5 ECHNICAL TERM FOR YOUR CONDIT_ Ell ‘ISO Britain and am living in Brix-
Im] IS A uDEArI1.[wEHn.E?QUIPPING You-H__ I-01’l,E1Ild I l"l3.VE ffiliflfi that things
SELF AN h3.VE Ch3.flgEd.PO11 T?LX,l1IlEl'I1p1OYTfl€l'lt,

MIGHT BE PRUDENT. _ kids OH drugs,global wa_rming,po1ice
Dear Andy'I have recently been prUm_ brutality,a government somewhere to
oted,and with my increased income I the right °f Ge"5"i§ Kha“'""d "at
went to a record shop and bought 3 -about to break out in the Gulf-look-
CD by a group called GRASS to play this might sound like a silly quest-
in my company car (it Ha cheap)_Any ion,but what the fuck is going on?
wa.y,a.fter listening to it I've got a (A-H-) -
whole new attitude to the world and 5'wELCOME To THE REAL w0RLD~MAN-
politics and thingsiand Ilve bought Dear Uncle Andy;I think I may have a
all their cDB_H0wever,1ast week Bme prob1em.There has been a series of

‘One told me that theyud split up brutal axe murders in m town:the
P ago and I find this 'ViCt1IIB 3.I‘E 3.1‘-J&)"S P011 tax ll'lSP9Ct—-

hi h k’ 1' h k dROBLEM PAGE so--sit-Aed I W as to 2:8prionJzziziziietuiw
APYE5_ you ask-well,I woke up this morning
Dear Uncle Andy,I used to be a s1n5- to find blood on my clothes and a
fer for a well known punk rock band, large axe on the f1oor,and no idea
but ever since we got successful and What I'd been doing last night.It's
I was seen in a Kentucky Fried Chick not as if this is the first time

hardly ever go out,but when I have en shop wearing leather boots,peop1e this has happenned:in fact it's the
to I'm sure everybody'a watching me, keep saying that we've sold out.I 47th time.As you can imagine,I'm
and I'm being followed.I don't even never asked to be put on a pedestal very concerned-I suspect that I'm
dare anwer the door when someone and I think it's really unfair and.. leading a double life.Please help me
calls because I'm sure that they're ..(C.C.)
trying to kill me,or drag me away A4SORHY-THIS CORRE5PONDENCE IS
and torture mo or some-thing.I hide CLCBED. p RTY 305 Burr 5or\EoNE5 a,o'r—re pa|,T'_
under the tab1e.I'm sure the whole Dear Andy,I got really drunk last . ON REV!
world is out to destroy m.Please ni ht and gndgd u eati 5 hamhur _ G-ODZILLA BREADVAN"The Octopus Slege
help. (J.K.)

8 P "8 8
er.I don't think I can live with §EEEE£_fi§§?ir"taP8-Vflfiky as they may

A-TRY Nor T0 THINK ABOUT IT.YOU'RE myself. (A.v.) s<=>\m<1.thi==-I ms-i<= is pretty down to
PROBABLY RIGHT. A-YOU AND HE BOTH. earth Energy guitar pop oriented typ
Dear Uncle Andy,Ever since I joined Dear Uncle Andy,ever since an*inced- Btuff-FORT of their 0"" Bfiflfifi RH H
the police force all my friends have ent last week I have lost all my "C5 COVE?-(C/0 9' Hampfifin dve/White-
deserted me and people yell “Bast- faith in Human nature.I was selling Sate/WT9¥hflm/LL15 3?”) (5)
ard" and "Fucking Pig Scum" at me in "Socialist Worker" outside the Univ-
the street.But I'm really a nice ersity bar when a scruffy youth ISTS FOR ANIMAIS is
Pflrfloniwhat can I do? (P-C-) assaulted me and ripped up my papers EE§?animal rights Organiaati
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think any more.Any suggestions? (SC)

Dear Andy,I think I must going
mad.I'm getting really paranoid.I

AIPIILL YOURSELF TOGh.'T’}iER.IT'S A

T18
BATH. thin; it had done at least as much orts,aI1d brihsins P9°P1B5
Dear Andy,I've got a serious aggress.damage as capitalism.How can anyone iéfifi attention to animal abuse
ion problem-whenever I see my local take such a willfully shortsighted sf;§Y‘A are looking for artists
police constable I yell "Bastard" & stupid attitude? (5.w.P.) i;§g.musicians etc wbv Wanna
"Fucking Pig Scum" at him and I feel A-YEP,THAT ONE NE~.’E51i TO AI-M311; iii};help with gigs etc-°°"'53°
an almost uncontrollable urge to ME TOO. ?§§I t:58/40 Frank;St/Bradfflfd
throw bricks or petrol bombs.Does Dear Uncle Andy,I have been living *¢§f /w.Yorks BD7 5ST.
this mean that'I1m unbalanced? (CB) in a commune in Outer Mongolia for ¥35T~r?**¥fl*******

-I think I'm about to crack up.(M.A)

A-TAKE 50 PARACETOMULS AND A HOT as i that socialism was dead and §§i:fighting against bloodsp- ‘jg
" -'.\

to '-do
In Januany,the American Ambassador in London was
given the message:Withdraw your forces from Panama

”' ovAnq or face the consequences.The United World Punks
Y P ,- Ha:-my Army has the USA surrounded from all sides,

{ h i th d f i ids inf lt t rs_I~I\\q is well as av ng ousan s 0 ns 1 ra o
{E The American Govt. has not heeded our warnings,and

' _ in doing so,decided on war rather than peace,we
“A major rnilitory powor undertaken an illoqnl

invasion of 0. much nrnallor naighbouringk
country. Thousands urn killld, rnilliono of
dollars of pr-oporty dootroyod, tho press is __

rounclod up and imprisoned, tons of thousands E
of poor are hon-dad into makeshift

concontration camps, tho international prusu is "" 1*
lorhiddon accoso, tho loader of tho arnallor 5:

country io hunted down and oxtraditod to tho '
invading country; all in tho iaco of univorsal

I‘

E‘

condemnation and contrary to ovary jr_-‘IE
Br shinternational law on tho hooks. Iraq and 3
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are therefore calling on punks all around this
globe to head towards North America,and those
already there to prepare for the invasion.
K,I'm not gonna go on a lot about"the war" cos

-5: it seems everyones already "bored" with hearing
about.it & wont even read any more,besides I could
fill this whole fucking zine with thoughts about
it anyway.But just a few points,we're always hear-
ing about how Saddam Hussein is a mad bloodthirsty
war monger,now I'm not doubting that,but what

'5'

Kuwait 1990? No, tho US and Panarna 1939. about George Bus-h,n0-one ever seems to question a
Thorn worn at looot 8,000 civilian casualties man who 1,435 the head Of the CIA’t}-19 moat evil‘

PH 3 J‘
mainly from tho ghottoo of Ponarna City. Tho dang ro nti__d_e OC ati b dth- at t -
iguro in hard to confirtn blcauno many of the _ e ‘.1561 m r C. 100 lro y errorlst

I dead wore hurlod by US hulldozoro in moon ‘supporting group in the wor1d"A man who shortly
= rav,,_before being elected president came very close to
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-‘F...-.: Thousands of civilians arc still being hold on landing 1n_deep shlt in ifhe Iran/Contra a'ffalr'
.. I ' "' US compounds in appalling conditions in an only escaping that CO5 1115 tluddy Ronlqeaga-n Could-

“" - attornpt to Iiupprono oyl \N"‘lll"l.III accounts of I‘6fU.SE' LO give 8Vi(lEIlCEowhBI'l "thé £1].1i88"WhO are
tho US invasion. Dpponltion loodnr-I, rnornboro in fact Us forces with token Support from

" “f *1“ "“"""' ‘md """""' ‘“"‘““ “m'='“"' “"‘“" “I various other countries first went to the gulf
-I whom worn opposed to Gonornl Norioql, arc . _ _ .

“111 in P*""" ""d'-'1‘ "fliers at tho us mums.-y last Av.gust,we were promised over & over again
command.

Panama is an occupiod count;-y_ 1",
government, institutions and pqqplq gr; -ubjacl
to US__ military law. Why is tho llu-goat rnllltnry
pownr in tha world and tho Io called ‘up-holdar _
oi froodom and democracy‘ |::|;:||-|,tLn\,fl_|\Q on
lllogal occupation and gupp;-;..1nn ni _, Ilflll
Latin Arnnfican country? VV;-1;. in ghg US
Brnbaooy and allk thorn.”
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HAH:"Tnose tards think they'l ge to me.@_
E51! I'm too smart by half for them ass kissers,
they don't know who they're messing with here,
I'm too clever by fart Thought they'd get me
with the mind bending drugs in the water tank to
influnce suicide.HAi I'm too clever for that
one,I know all about it.Ind whats more,fool them
into thinking I'm drinking it! HA1 All I have to
do is not use it.But it's not quite that simple,
no.U know they know how much waters comin' outta
the tank and how much is going out the drain.All
I have to do is every time I go out I fill a
couple of bottles with water to empty away some-
where.I know what I'm doing.By the way,it's OK
to flush the toilet,I don't generally drink from
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that it was to defend Saudi Arabia,and NOT to re-
invade Kuwait,slowly thats come round to the point
of war,and is now slowly coming round to the
direct invasion of Iraq,makes you wonder,Ehy? Make
No MISTAKE,the "Liberation" of Kuwait has absolut-
ly bugger all to do with it.The rulers of America,
Britain,Kuwait,Saudi Arabia etc do not,and have=
never given a shit about anyones liberty but the
liberty of them and their friends in the big

pbnqk corporations to make lots of money.If you really
believe they do,try telling that to the hundreds
of thousands of people killed in the name of "dem-
ocracy" from the American Indians,African slaves,
the people of South East Asia & Central America &
Soth America.And more appropriately,the Iraqi
opposition to Sadam Hussein who had been trying tc
get support from western Governments for years,and
yes,the thousands of Iraqi citizens who are now
being bombed to shit every fucking day.Are £22’
prepared to support such an inane war,rum by
lunaticksall for the sake of cheap oil & American

there.Thought they'd get me with the old special
rays from the light bulbs.HA£ who the fuck do .
they think they're trying to fool! No doubt they
think I'm totally ignorant to their schemes,and
that's just they way I want to keep it! I turn
on the lights in one room and then go & sit in a
dark room,that sure fools them fuckers into
thinking I'm sitting there getting zapped by
their damn rays.HA! They even topped off the
neighbours so the house could be empty & they
can drill holes through for spying,thought I
couldn't hear their voices through the walls at
night? How stupid do they think I am???1! Hell,
I thought those walls needed a new coat of wall-
paper anyway.Don't think I haven't noticed how -
unusually friendly & inquisitive those new Post- -
Office staff are,HAl I still go there regularly,
but every question gets a total lie,I know who
the spies are! Don't think I haven't considered
the snipers.I know all about that,I have several_:
different routes to any of m frequent destinat-
ions,and,HA.never take the same route twice.HA!
They've just bitten off more than they can chew -
here,they mut think I'm crazy to be fooled by
their plotting.Urong,they're the dumb ones,I
know exactly what they've been doing & planning,
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IS ANYONE OUT THERE IHLTHE'LEEDS
AREA HEADI'& HILLING"TO WRITE SOME
REVIEWS IN HERE?-IT GETS KIND OP‘
BORIHG'DOING'HlLLIONS GP REVIEWS &
THERES ONDY.SO HANY'THIHCS YOU CAN
SAI'ABOUT STUFF'THJES SO SIMLAR.IF
YOU CAN HELP,PLEBE GET IN TOUGH!
Snigent Sick,PemPer_cy,Sn=Sned,Ph=Doc
Pig Havok, .lu=Andy,Sa-Sarah , J=Jimbob ,
D=Dave, _ _
ANARCHUST"Freedom Of Coalescence"LP-
Don't be fooled by the name,one
thing this certainly isn't is prcdio
table "crust"crap.!es,it's got them
gruff vocals,and more than a hint of
metallic influence but this lot play
it their own wmy,not how it's expec-
ted,lots of sudden changes in speed,
style,tunea etc with spot on power &
pecision! Also their sincerety &
honesty shine thru in the lyrics
which all have articles about ‘em in
booklet.Can't say I'm usually too
impressed.by this type of stuff but
I certainly an with this! (£5+post
to AHARCRUST/PO Box 56525/ 3007 EA
Rotterdam/Holland) (s)
RAZORBACK demo-Hell blow me down!
Razorback;storm thru 6 of their top
hits,rough edged an fuckin'ard punky
metally thrash with obnoxious snotty
vocals and a demonic tape covei-.lB
long as they don't dcrossover" they
are bound to be Bitains entry to
the Eurovision Song Contest '91!
(£1.50 to Jonesy/B5 Illingworth Rd/
Illingworth/1-Ialifax/H.Yorks/HX2 95:1)
S

THENCE-FEVER"Sund§y Hornigg"EP-Some
nice snappy pnk rock tunes here 0
that're certainly attention grabbers
but I can't help thinking some of
the songs go on too 1ong.A great
tacky cover & lyrics coering old
age,and various everyday problems.A
decent EP,but do't judge ‘em by
this cos live they are smashing.
(£1.50 from has ascqnns °/9_4§

1
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FREE OF \MR"'l‘he Gunpowder Plot
Noodle tape-Slowish stuff with neat
tunes &.a kind of dreamy singing
that kind of drifts along,not bad
but ya get the feeling that it could
do with a bit more punch to it to

make it a bit more memorable,which
the live side does go some way to
providing.Pretty thoughtful lyrics
too.(FULL CIRCLE/12 Bell St/Newsome/
HuddersfieldHD4 6NN)-(S)
BLITZKHTHG BOYS"Back From Nowhere"LP
+EP-Here we go,hey ho it's Finlands
answer to the Ramones! some of it
sounds like it's recorded on the
wrong speed and I found if you speed
it up it sounds like Screeching
Ueasel.Yeah if you like the Hamones
you'll umm...maybe like this.(TEEN-
nos H}-IE1-JL R!-ICORIE/Gerrasheimer Str.
16/ 4000 Dusseldorf 1/Germany) (Po)
PSYCHO FLOHERS"Big,Fat And Horny“
tape-this is a million times better
than their last tape and really
great stuff,frantic raucus hardcore
punk,slightly reminiscent of fellow
Glaswegian: the Disturbed (RIP),but
with their own definate identity
stamped onto each of these 6 tracks.
a hard hitting tape that grabs yer
attention and wont let go.Totally
recommended.(Gordy/¢/o 54 Grant St/
Flat 1/1 /Woodlands/Glasgow/G} 6HN/
Scotland.) (S) | _

EYOND SAD UBEIB Shattered Dreams "EP
Can't think of owt good to say about
this com it's just hippy drivel,I
can't even listen to it all the way
thru,s oz 1 (wen) Phonucmozs/s ohhhoioo
45/ 7000 Freiburg/Germany) (Pe)
SCEPTICAL CONFIDENCE EP-Do you remem
ber those tacky tapes of cover vers-
ion songs you used to hear in super-
markets or airport lounges,where an
old never quite made it big,singer
who looks like Tom Jones,decides to
make a living out of it...Hell Scep-
tical Confidence are a talented
group of people from Germany,who've
made a really good 4 song EP of melo
dic hardcore sounding like Fugazi on
the last track,then enters the Twi-
light Zone and becomes the sadly
missed (for me) Depressed Anarchos
"gull & Void".I hope it's pure
coincidence,and not another band
with llfigti full of their own talent,
but want to sound like someone else.
('r|-;i~.:|m.*u HEB!-IL HECOHIIG) (Sa)
FLI-is tape-Drum machine and guitar
effects pedals based electro-pop,
silly words and a garagey feel desp-
ite good clean mix.These folks app-
ear to having a good time,but the
fun didn't rub off on me d I reckon
you'd have to have a particularly
warped sense of humour to get off on
this.Give it a go,but don't say you
1n'EI‘El1't wa.rned.(c/o 247 Bonsall st/
Hulme/Manches tor/n15 5m.) (A)
SKTC tape-Like it says on the cover,
this is Polish "hardcore thrash punk
",and it's definately one of the
things that The Hbrld Needs How.The
demo side suffers here and there
from metally bits,but the live side
is a total mess:if you've heard the
Patareni/Buka EP thoh it's the same
brand of incompetent enthusiasm.f-}ss-

nights in front of the home-brew
barrel,this really is as good as it
gets.(Hbjciech Ratuszny/U1. Plac
Smolki/43-500 Bielsko-Biata/Poland)

A
I(ILiCA:'_FLie_dzy_Rzeznia I Kosciotem"
tZ5o-A clear live recording of this
Polish band playing raw and nerve-
grating thrash with decent tunes and
interspersed with slower breaks
including some parts where it sounds
like they're using flutes &.trumpets
1 A pretty good tape to wake you up
in the morning.(Wydzial Chemii UJ/
%a§asia 5/100/ 50-060 Krakow/Poland)

S
VARIOUS-ZOSHER"I was punk Before
You"EP-Collection of Dusseldorf
bands including Loud,Skeptical Con-
-fidence,JVF,Doubts Apirin and Male;
comes with book1et,flyers etc,nicely
packaged,I only wish I could speak-
German,then I could understand what
it says! It's also hard to work out
who's.who,but it sounds like early
80s British'punk throughout,not
much to write home about,ao I'll
save the o1;_oop.('n:smce REEL REC)Sa
NUCLEAB"1984:EP-Apparently Nuclear
were one of the first "Real HC"bands
from Germany,and.although this Tinch
vinyl release is pretty standard
stuff it is a.worth while recond.Its
not breakneck speed hardcore (thank
fuck)but listenable tuneful thrash
and quite powerful in parts.It remin
ds me a little of an early C.O.C. on
the whole not bad at all really.($4
pp to Alber Hichal/Ho1beinstr.1/
B900 Augsburg/Germany.) (J)
HAPPY KADAVER EP-4 tracks of no-nons
cnse German punk rock with nice &
abrasive catchy music and forceful
male & female vocals,each song havin
its own character,with English trans
lation of the lyrics,and you could

-do a lot worse than to get hold of
this.(KADAVER acconis/Imsmsr RECS.
C/o Martin Pick/Potfach 100812/Hupp
ertal 1/Germany) (S)
BAMBIX"They Even took The Hemo§y"EP-
An all female % piece from Germany
(Holland actua ly!)with fast melgdic
hardcore on one side and a pflppigr
song on the B side.OK I guesginqt
very memorable just like the title
says.(IN'I'ELNET Records‘? ) (Sa)
CHEMICAL PEOPLE "Overdosed On. . . "LP.
Fukkin' great,best LP I've heard in
sges,good rocking stuff in the style
of White Flag,Hardons etc,it's a com
pilation of their singles and some
live stuff,some people might not
like their lyrics,I say fuck'em.Bri1
liant record.(VIHYL SOLUTION) (Po)
VARIOLB"'1‘he Party's Over"}X Comp.
tapes-This is 3 C-90 tapes of ercell
ent live recordings of gigs in Hopp-
ertal,Germany "Tschenobilly" partys.
Tape 1 includes the Dutch all female
band Bambi: who play decent melodic
_stuff,Die Bonner Hardchore sounds
like a horde of unx havi a drunks

ential listening for those-1ong,hardsing along with Ehe Othernfnatrument

.___fl.._.. . I _ ii _ ___

while Shaddox give us a demonstrat-
ion of top quality tuneful punk rock
including a few old cover version.
Tape 2 kicks off with the good old
instigators,if you don't know what
they were like live yet,where've you
been? Other side is Hollands Bingo:-i
"who provide some youthful sounding
fresh tunes,& quite remind me of
Sham 69 whos "Borstal Breakout" they
do,followed by Him Shout,yet another
competant and well worth hearing
German band.On the 5rd & final part
of this comp. we get performances
from “elsh heroes Anhrefn,and Molot-
ow Soda who both really rock the
house down.All in a1l,quite some
party,and definately one I wouldn't
want to miss,so write to 'l'SCHERNO-
BILLY °/o Martin Pick/Postfach
100812/5600 vupportoi 1/Germany)(S)
VARIOUS"Notti Di Storie Tess A Piner
-olo"tape-A compilation of good
quality recordings from independant
gigs in Pinerolo,Italy with varying
styles of blazing thrash,chaotic
pun.k,im-aginative hardcore and 1 kind
of "cold" sounding band.Several
tracks each by Nerorgasmc,Impeto &
Assa1to,Bedbois,FCA,Handy Kapp,
Franti,Locchio A.Spirale and also a
bizzarre& disturbing recording of a
CCC CNC NCN performance.Excellent
music wise,and comes with a booklet
(with translations) of the makers of
this tapes strong feelings on inde-
pendance & the scene,as well as band
lyrics.(£1.50 from Michele Pontolill
o/Via F.lli Giuliano 6/10064
Pinerolo/Italy) S)
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ALPTRAUM GMHH.'"Der grease:-"I-IP +
"Alptraumania"tape-Art punk? hho
cares! Alptraum GMBH's main strength
is their ability to twist out of
sappy categories.From the manic to
the ordinary these Germans experimen
t with noise and emotion.Two worth-
while releases to say the least!
(IWEUET) (P) .
VARIOUS"Screami§g For A Better Put-
ure Vol II"LP-Every bit as go0d,if
not better,than Vol.1,a worldwide
(tho mainly European)comp. of vary-
ing styles,punk rock,pop punk,melod-
ic*hardcore,thrash,metal etc includ-
ing?Hefugees,Boken Toys,Die Schwar-
zen Schafe,K1amydia,Momido 7,Scream-
ing Feotus,Life Cycle,Bottled,Cruci-
al Youth,So Much Hate,Beyond.Sad
Weed,Obnorious,Scarecrow,Inferno,
Naytia & Monkeys with ToolB.Whll
worth 5 quid (?) of anyones - -
Deutschemarks!(CAMPARY Recs. '=/o A.

Heitmann/Friedrichs tr. 110/4000
Dusseldorf/Germany. OR from WEED
PHOIJUCPIONS) (s)
JUICE"H§Qgi§g Time"tape-5 trar of
punchy energetic loud guitar melodic
punk with clear vocals and thought-
ful political and personal lyrics.A
promising tape from this London
band.€THE doins/135 Grove Rd/London
E17) s)
DIE BLSKOPFE"Tausend Tolls T§ge"EP-
Weird sort of folk drinking songs
sung in German I think it's great
one songs got an amazing whistling
bit on it,1yrics are translated and
theres a picture of Cyril Smith on
the cover.I hope they do an LP.
(IN1‘ELNE'l‘ secs.) (Pe)

PODSON IDEA"Feel The Darkness"LP- '
Classic tunes,lyrics and cover,riffs
that would knock out Cassius Clay in
his prime.What more can I say but
this is the punk rock'n'ro1l snot,
spitting,bleeding stuff that turned
you on in the first place.A band
destined to spawn dozens of disa-
pointing imitators so snap up the
real thing while it's in good supplyi
(mizhicm LEA'1‘HER,dist. by VINYL
SOLUTION) (P)
VAHIOUS"TSchernobilly Vol.1"tape-
This is a comp. of bands that've app
cared in TSCHEHNOBILLY zine and come
with the 2nd English language issue
of that zins.Bands included are
Bingos,Wench,Die Toten Hosen,BambiI,
Bips,Lustfinger,Happy Ksdaver,FUAL,
Bless & Alptraum GMBH.Quite some
variety but with the emphasis on
melodic hard hitting punk rock with
more than the average amount of
female vocalists.A great compilation
that even Trev HAGL might approve
or:($5 to 'lSCI-IERNOBILLY) (s)
DIE SCHw1RZEN'SCHAFE"Ars Ivstftia"LP
-"pure punk rock" it says,and pure
punk rock it is from this German
_band,punk rock in a mid tempo vein
with a full,polished,chunky sound,
whioh,though only a few tracks really
break any ground,makes for ploasurabl
listening all the same.Lyrics about
people,drugs,relationships and all
kinds of other sad things,but optomis
tic in places.'I'he last track sounds
suspiciously like an old Lurkers tune
(£5 from INCOGNITO nooo.°/o Bsrnd
Schmidt/Hochfir8tstr.2§/7000 Stutt-
gart 80‘/Gsrms.ny,or cmpnmr RI-XS.) (s)

11854 Athens/Greece,or Alex/Matrozcu
25/14121 Athens/Greece.) (s)
CHAOTIC END tape-More ferocious and
uncomproising noise from Greece that
hammers away and just won't give in
until it's pushed things just that
little bit further,l0ud,fast and even
a cover of One Hay System "Ho Hay
Out".(CHAOTIC sun q(o Alex whose
adress is up there ) (S)
PANIC"I‘he War Continues "tape-And so
does the sonic assault'from the birth
place of western "civilisation"! Less
straightforward and more fiddly bits
than the other bands,but still damn
aggressive stuff with more than
enough varation to hold yer interest.
(Thanos/Georgilas Antaious 21/
Thessalonikki/Greece) (S)
VARIOUS"Give Us The Time To Play" 2X
7" EPs-Headache? Headache? Headache?
That's nothin' at all ya hear! Fat
Slave,Banish Arms,Gang Thrust,Rich
Mate Rally,and Half Life all claim to
be Japanese extreme hardcore surreal-
ists,ths product is convincing but
I've seen too many goddam sci-fi
flicks to trust §gy_of 'em.An asprin
is reccomended.(H.C.H. COMPANY ux/
Mike Foster/Flat 5/so Hells Rd/Bath/
Avon/BA2 BAR) (P)
VARIO1B"Louder Than God"fleri-More
Japanese insanity from Nkey Pikes,
Mink Oil,Idora & Urban Terror.Nukey
Pikes give us a slightly deranged
version of "Purple Haze",Urban Terror
play a stompin tune about King Kong
while the other 2 offer tracks of
wild & imaginative thrash that refus-
es to play by the rules.L0tsa fun!
though £1.90 does seem a little steep
for a 7" flexi! (MCR COMANY UK) (s)
VARIOUS "Saggo City Hardcore"fleri-
The Slangs and F.U.P. have 2 songs
each on side 1 with no compromise
abrasive thrash in that style that
The Japanese do best.I have always
admired the imaginative and original
way which many Japanese use the
English language,snd the lyrics of
Satanic Hell Slaughter are no let
down,which is more than I can say
for the music,predictable metal with
all the "chugga-chuggas" in the
right plaoes,and a muddy vocal sound
OK if you like that sorts thing I
suppose.(MCR COMPANY) (S)
scorer-frc nuns SLAUGH'1'ER"Never Arise
EP-Japanese hardcore at its best.
This band I reckon do take the edge

.on many of the others in the same
vein.6 tracks with titles such as
"lino-Hargasm" and "Hellst0rm",o0m-
bining gruff Doom-like vocals with
heavy grungy guitars.The band thank
Discharge,Antisect & Amebir for in-
fluences sc need I really say m0re..
..B1oody evi1.(MCR COMPANY) (D)
GENERIC"From Eviction To Uprising"
tape-A couple of live recordings
from this long lost and sadly depar-
ted innovative hardcore punk band
with their destinctive musical
approach and intelligent lyrics.0ne
of the recordings unforttmately
suffers from that common trouble of

FORGOTTEN PROPHECY"All Hail Disoordia tapes recorded through the'PAethe
tape-loud,powerful hardcore from vocals are way too loud for the
Greece,f0rcefull v0cals,guitar-strong;instruments,but the other,shorter
mayhem and thunderous drumming make
this one Juggernaut of a tape,watch

recording is spot on.Whats more,this
is a benefit for people nicked at

out for their forthcoming split LP on the who squat eviction last year.(£5
LOONY TUNEB!(Costa.s/Damoclesus 2/ -mohotioh from mam:/m> 92/4000



 -

Liege 1/Belgium) CS) Toronto,Canada "alternative"(punk) lovely cover too.(£1.5O to Brenchfdfi
_l§__A__§_§t_§_MI__‘§§QI_ demo-Pretty together scene.Quite some achievement,featur- Bramhall La.ne/Davenport/Stockpcrt/
metally sound with a few stop-starts.ing a couple of songs each by Tent SR2 6GJ) (S)
and the occaisional compulsory sens-Of Miracles,Hocktopus,Superf1y,Sons YARIOUS"Tearigg Down The Barricadee"
itive accoustic guitar bit.No lyrics Of Ishmael,Kingpin,Phleg Camp,Deep LP—cQmg3 oith Grim HumQur*15,th1g '
in either Polish or Eng1ish,but whatIEnd,Epilepticbrainsurgeons,Guilt features Splintered,Voiceless,Sofa
the hell:this is good easy listening parade,Shark Graffitti,NSI,0ne Blood Hgad'Idgn1;j_ty'Braingtgy-m’C]_~a_ne‘In3tj_

uajority of metal bands I've hegid

visions-suashin' Thrgg§"tape.-Noisy (8
sort of compilation with bits by L
Labelled Victims,Ebtigia,4Q,Identity" ‘n K 1
,Anarkotics,Raped.Teenagere,Anarchus
,Sick and Amichi do la Terra.As far
as I'm concerned.the most interest-:
ing tracks are by Identity (very

I? -J"'.‘.¢_.‘7“/"It’--"'“ _.'Z.i Asylum & JFK.0n the whole I found it

_s new to me were dull d uninspiring
& the ones I knew or liked seem to
have given below average,or old stuf
f.Having said that,there are a few
bright points,but I hardly think the
title,cover,& blurb on the back give
an accurate description of this LP
(1-‘cums nrronslon/7 Hentworth Garden

and sounds much fresher than the ‘I I’.-§Q**”"" " ;5“f *;’ """** igators,Hotalacio,Fil1er,Political

P°°9"t1Y-(K Kfllnak/Bartlomieja /2/-‘I ii pretty disapointing,half of the band35 791 Bydgoszcz/Poland) (i) L1 L,

J7‘Rhythm Pigs),Estiglio (fastish hard-
core)and Ra d Teenagers (incompar-I
able racketgfbut with the possible
exception of 4Q this is all good
listenable stuff.MUT compilations
have a list of other tapes available
if you want to send them an.SAE.(MUT
/25 Elms Rd/Burton-On-Trent/Staffs/
ns15 9io) (A)
THE PSTHON AUTS "Const itut i on "7 "-Two
more skyfolwpop songs from the
Astronauts,a band renouned for play-
ing ska/folk/pop.I often find myself
appreciating the lstronauts wry poet
ic lyrics more than I do the music.
(mm swims/Po Box 22/Hitchin/Herts
sv-4eH»\)(P)_ | - n
VARIOUS "Die Freiheit"‘Volumes 2+5
tapes.-Both these tapes are benefits
for.Greenpeace and both renew m
interest in a somewhat stale DIY
punk/HC'scene,mainly because all the
bands have great tunes! also a youth
full exhuberent energy is felt throu
ghout.On volume 2 you get the classy
haunting "Sumpfpapste" from Germany,
the fine garagy pissed off memorable
punk from Massacre 68,Atoxxxico and
Disolution (all fro Mexico),plus
damn good jolts from Apostates,Emot-
ive Drive and Fishwife (U5A),Rats
Got The Rabies,Olsen Bands and the
crazy Drunken Drivers(from Germany),
and Fleisch from.Switzerland.While
on volume 5 you're lucky enough to
hear'Sedition and Criteria (Scotland
),Disaster(Eng1a.nd) Silent H'ater(Bel
gium),Verdun(France),Strawberry(Pol-
and),Akie Mau Maus(Germany),Hypocrac
y(Canada)and Nunca Has,Insurgence &
Resist (all from da USA).Buy both
tapes and soak up the adrenalin!
(cease emu TAPES/Pedro Sebra/96 a
Frederick St/Carteret,NJ 07008/IB A)
UKIDIST.=£1.50+stamp each from CRIT-
ERIOH ems/P0 Box 888/Glasgow/G12
BN1-/Scotland.) (P)
M0UNTAINEERINGIDICKY'& HIS TEAM"Bec-
ause It was There"tape-"Mountaineer-
ing Dicky" is here to entertain u
with his silly songs from Scotland
with aid from his team of backing
vocalists and occaisional intrument
s,I must say,this man is very enter-
taining with lovely tunes and happy
songB,serious,and sad songs about
embarrassment,climbing mountains,
people on telly,Chileans visiting
Clasgow.Highly amusing and thought
provoking with unusual instruments s
outrageous solos. (80p+pcstage from
Dicky/54 Grant st I-‘lat ‘g1/voooiunas
/Glasgow/G3 6HN/Scotland (s)
VARIOUS "Summer Sgu.ash"tape-A min
ute comp.tape of bands from the

t __ t
,Totentanz ,5 uckerptmch , Change Of
Heart,5Ft.Nothing,No Identity,4§
Reasons,Liquid Joy and Hudiill excel
ent quality live recordings,plenty
of variety but 95% solid punk rock .2.
hardcore stuff.Also comes with a
booklet,all in all good listening &
a fair guide to whats going on in
the Toronto area.($5+poetage from
213 St.Clements ave/Toronto,0nt/M4R ;
‘H5/-Coeds) (S) t. 4 - . -
VARIOU"Hotes About So§_E§§:LP-A
comp. on the subject of sexiem,now,
this was sent as a tape & there
appears to been a. fuck up so one sid
is 2 French guys chatting sway
instead of City Indians,Kina,Brain ‘
Rust and Quelques Uns.However,the
side I have got features excellent
melodic punk from Misanthropic Char-
ity,a kind of talk/music with an
eerie sound by Rhythm Activism,and
.Denbert _HePe¢°e'=..=ifl5°1'-‘mes °%"*P*.
fireside etyle.This comes with a
booklet including lyrics,2 articles
& some short paragraphs,thought
making & carefully produced,both
musically a message-wise.(55 French
Francs to L'AMOHIE/3Chemin Du Moulin
/92130 Issy Les Houlinaux/Prance)(S)
DUMBFPleasure Park"7"-3 tracks of
"tuneful hardcore with female vocals
",a pretty lame description but
nothing really jumps to mind when
listening to this,nice & listenable,
but not really attention grabbing,no
I'm not gonna give you the predict-
dblfi comparisons,well,I guess its L
'90s rock * n ' roll .(1)Ol]GE 011'? /nur-m-
STD Victoria Hd/Kilburn/London/
uwo GT5) (s)

u II "SOFA HEAD What A lredicament LP-
Quite a varied LP from these popster
s,buzzing guitars,some gutsy bass
lines topped off with female (t in
some parts)male vocals,I found it
pretty tame tho it does liven up in
places.I didn't get a lyric sheet
but you can make out most of ‘em
anyway,pretty socially conscious
stuff,the standout is the chilling
"Come To Daddy".(MEANTIME/11 Salu-
tation Hd/Darlington/Co.Durham/
1?1:3_.§.-IF)... (5)
HEA.DCORE"Student Bastard"‘7"-A 2
piece with drums,guitar & vocabe,a
clean sounding guitar with kinda t
quirky stop/start tuna that do keep
a nice smooth sene of continuity.
The first song compares various
absurd situations of society with a
sign of hope at the end,while the
other side appears to be an attack
on certain "right on" smug bastards.

s/Bullockstone/Horne Bay/Kent/CT6
7'1"?) (S)
BEE AMAZINGISCREAMING HILLIS"Ned The
Bobbo"EP-Z trax of DIY chunky sound-
ing funny punk,cool stuff but I
coulda done without the wanky guitar
solos,but altogether one hell of a
la.ff,ah.h,what i3 t0 M YOUIIBH-..

(£1.50 to WEIRD neconcs °/o Ian/61
London Rd/Balderton/Newark/Notts./
NG24 1RZ)-This band is looking for
gigs too. (s)
DOUBLE THINKW3lave To The Machine"
tape-Spirited hardcore punk with H

.DIY attitude,OK the sounds not 100%
(90%)but thats not the point,this
lot know-what they're doing an it's
damn good,both,musically a lyrically
(which is mainly political,with
explanations of their songs).They
even do Discharges "State Violence"!
($2.50 to Yannick terrain/30 Pl.
Leonard/Buckingham,Que/Canada JBL
1T7) (S)
EXIT CONDITION"Da Of Wild.Skies"LP
-Awful cover,stupid lyrics (or maybe
I dondt understand them),this will
probably appeal to a lot of people.
Some of the music's 0K,somewhere
between HDQ,& U2.I don't like the
singing,his voice is too "nice",on
most of the songs.Well worth a lists
n as I say someone somewhere will
love it,it might be you£(MIEIAN'1‘IIiE2)Pe
BAD RELIGION“Against The Grain"LP-
Ever get the feeling you've heard
something before? Yes! Bad Religion
have found a winning formula & it
seems are sticking to it "until the
comi end" The usual addictive har-ng .
monious punk rock toons,tho at plac-
es I can't help thinking Mr.Graffin

Punksounds like the Phil Collins of
.However they continue to be one of
the best lyrical bands about,pretty
obscure in places but they ask some
damn good questions and don't
pretend to know all the a.nswers.A
band I'm in 2 minds about.(EPITAPH/
6201 Sunset BoulevardfiSuite 111/
Hol1ywood,CA 90028/EBA) (s)
Il*B'I'ED"hhat We Believe "LP-Pile This
under "posi-core,big bold lettering,
blurred live picture,nice pics of
the boys in their shorts,"correct"
lyrics covering friends,attitudes,
age and vegetarianism.The music is
formula modern strai t edge with
all the trade marks (stop/start,fist
in the air bits).To me it lacks
originality and passion but I've no
reason to doubt their sincerity.
Short playing time.Good for what it
is-ie sare.(uPI'riPh) (Sn)

EEEEE§§l§§§§:§2lll!22Q_§lZ§;:LP'A "ith Nefifldathral vocals,the lyrics
concept LP about a small punk band are generally death and destruction
.Hh° Bet Bu¢k6d in and Bhflt out by an with the odd witty one thrown in.Not
evil major label.An interesting idea stunningly original but good & whole
with various degrees of musical some.Morta1 Terror have=B songs on
madness to baokit up.(_HYBTIC) (P) offer,they've progressed a 101; Bincg
CRTECHDSH 12"No Pain No Cain"tapo-
"Spoken word",or ranting poetry as
remember this type of stuff in the
Little Brother/seething Hells etc
vein used to be oa1led.Anyway,this
ranks among the best of that form,

the split with Cenerio,it's noisy,
it's thoughtful,it's varied,it's
fuckin champion mon.This is real
underground punk rock record,far
more relevant than most.W$upport non
profit labels" and buy 1t:1 AARGH1

sh||.rp,witty and none stop anger with (£2 from LOONEY TUNES/Top Flat/25
a good usage of words.Vitriolic The EhpdanadefiScarborough/N.Yorks/
attacks on the consumerist society; ‘Y011 ZAQ.) (Sn)
yuppiedome,pieces on the Battle tn? MOHIDO 168820 split EP-S320 from
Trafalgar-Square,getting your head France hare 2 tracks,slowish to mid
kicked in & lots more.This guy could tempo punky sounds with lotsa "Oh-oh
talk the ears off an elephant£(£1,§0 -0h"s on one 6; a more straight ahead
to Giles B./35 Leonard Rd/Lozells/ sound on the other,Momido T on the
Birmiflfiham) (3) other side play a pretty long song

LP-A lot of that seems to be about some state ofPARASITES"Pair Of Sides"
"poppy punk love songs".They've got confusion,a snappy tune with strong
a song called "I wanna Be Like Dee female vocals with the occaisional
Dee Ramone".I'm sure you can slower break.A decent record & worth
ioaérne what it sounds like. hearing! (costar RECS)
"Soppycore".(SHREDDER RECS./181 Ship  w.i musical reflect“,
lay St./San Franciscc,CA 9410?/USA) o of the present Dutch hardcore y
(Pe) scene featuring Kikkerspuug,Dogbreat
TOXIK EPHEK"The.Adventures Of Nobby h,Moengo Tapoe,Cry Of Terrqr,Anar_
Porthole"LP-The LP we've all been crust,Njett Rock,Zoster,MC Phonic
waiting for from these veteran Scott Vibe,Deadbeat a Mental Diarrhoea.
ish punkers,and no disapointment it Musically,all sorts,as you'd expect:
is too.'I'his lot really know how to punk rock,noisy H/C,thrashy stuff,
create a fine choon and craft it metal edged thrash,grind etc,but all
into a classic song,which this LP is pretty impressive.Comes with a book-
chock full of.Old faves as well a let about the bands & explaining the
newer stuff,fast songs,slow songs, aim of ZOOID network of bands
fun songs,sad songs,happy,angry and around Holland,who judging by this
inspiring songs,they're all there. seem to really have their shit tog-
Some may say that in places (about ether.A.fine alternative to the
the Thatcher,cold war etc) are dated "unstoppable stream of commercial
but whats more to the point is the records".(£6 to ZOOIN EQUALITY RECS.
sentiments is the sentiments all the P0 Box 5134/3502 JC Utrecht/Holland)
way thru-are spot on.Simply one of (S)

- . PITCH SHIFTER"Industrial"Lthe best punk LPs in recent years‘ P—Quite a
(1 UP RECS./GREEN VOMTT RECS.°/o St, Godflesh.type,band,which means heavy
Catherines Centre/5 HQN. Street/' slow dirgy metal with bloody evil
Aberdeen/AB2 3111‘) (S) vocals .'I‘his type of stuff can be
BEER BEAST"Homebrew'Session"tape- fine when played LOUD,as in fuckin‘
More crusty than Horrisons bakery massive deafening speakers,but on
department on a.Saturday morningi record the gloominess is just not
You've got yer deep gruff vocals,yer the same a very soon becomes tire-
chugging hardcore/metal guitars and Bflmfi-AflYWaY.°K.1f Yer i"t° this
yer rapid fire dIumming,OK,maybg nut stuff they do it pretty com tantly.
quite as predictable as that sounds, (DEAF RECORIB/PE»\0E‘IIL1-) (file
not really my cup 0' tQ,a but if itig PINK TURIB IN SPACEZSEDITION Bplitl.-P
yours you could do worse than gattin Belfasts Pink Turds round off their
this,and whats more it's a Badford °aPT9EF "ith B $t°rm°F °f fra"ti° '
hunt sabs benefit!(£1+post to Dave/ Primal hardcore Punk ePPrw=h.mu=i¢
12 Chatflwgfth St./Keighlay/Huyorka/H is still as tight & forceful as ever
B921 4JA or Piglet c/O 1 in 12 g1ub/ while the vocals have taken a decide
21-25 Albion St/Bradford/BD21 2LY)(S <11? more aagreooi-.re,nasty a. all out
ONE BLQOD"Unt1t1ed"Ep_9 fine trax punk turn,with the usual combination
from these sussed Canadian ehapn. °1" 3°ri°"-5 *'= fun 1Y1'1°°-"‘“""h11°
Youthful sounding r,ugh_ed5ed 33/ the other side Clasgows Sedition
punk,rpm1njs¢pnt of cans, For Alarm have decided to remain quite anony-
in p‘la.oes,lyrics that are political’ move (1-mleflfl of some yell em reed
J; hQr|g31;,ra,1;hgr than right-on pogtur ancient Cflltlfl l"\1I1BB),b\J1; UIOIB 18
ing,and a couple of pretty bitter no hiding the distinctive rapid anti
sounding personal ones,all rounded authoritarian shockwave of their
off by yet another version of "purpl music with a delicate topping of
Haze" but with new lyr1es.Also comes rasping sandpaper vocals,singing
with a booklet on the bands thoughts about all kifldfl Of 1flJu5t1¢B5rb°th
& feelings on racism.Bloody excell- inside & out and some fucked up att-
entt(t5pp to Losormr EXCHANGE HECS. itudes-NOT preaching from a fuckin
49s1 Highway:fl=7 East/Unit 12A Box alter mind you.A fine my product,
211/Markham,0nt. cin 1N1/Canada) (s) (i:5.5o+postage to P0 Box 61']/Glasgow
scant Tenaoagilmu. coarse split LP- 012 BNG/Scotland) ($3)
Cheap as hell noisy punk rock p1att_,FRITZ"Fly Mountain" "-While the firs
er,wsll worth getting.Aural Corpse 3149 i5tm“5i°B11Y at 193BttB frenzy
cram 18 tracks onto their side,it's °f crunchy r°°ki" guitar“ °t°vth°
a grinding Sore Throat style affair 'vocals are a horrible weak,wai1ing

affair which you can hardly hear &
totally let it down.0n the other
aide the rest of the band seem to
have taken the lead of the vocalist
to leave 2 dreary songs with about
as much excitement as'a a bowl of
cold porridge! Whoever wrote the
"press release" for this must've
been pissed outta their head!(TOEJAM
Recs./11 Queens Park 'I'erra.ce/Bright--
°"/East Sussex/BN2 2n) (s)
\'ARIO\B"16 G11.Ys ainst The Rest or
The world"EP-4 bands with Broken
‘NYE (U9; P1aY1"8 bcppy punk rock,Dr.Paranoise (Switm)&. Carefree (Germ
IR!) both playing pretty solid pound
i"6 mid tempo tunes,and Gulag,who
(°n thifllsound like the Creek versio
of Political Asylum! All good stuff,
"ith 1YT1¢B and a cosmic cover,but I
don't reckon much to their chances
against the other 5 billio or so of
the rest of the world.(HEED PROD.)(S

mm Pam-‘cor’ cnrhsismxck Finn epfitnr
-Germanys Perfect Crims,remind me of
a more punky New Model Army,especia-
lly their first track,both having
really good tunes & well written
lyrics,On the other side is Canadas
Stick Farm have a pretty oddball
style of hardcore punk,that reminds
me of Noheansflo on the bass-strong
parts,tho they do have a rougher
sound.Hore fine stuff.(HEED PROD.)S)
DISASTER"Harc£y"LP-Devastation1-This
is a monstrous nuclear stockpile of
a disc.An enormous door slamming in
the depths of Halifer.Sounds remark-
ably like another "Dis" band from
Stoke circa.1982.Horth spiking your
hair up for! Get this one before the
final bloodbathi(it's just around
the corner).(HUD RECORD °/o T /
PO aor 148/Belfast/N.Ireland/BI‘°‘ll)(Sn
DELAYED ACTION BOMB"End Of Time"taE
—Brutally noisy French fresh not un-
like real early Scraps with songs
about false punks,nuclear war,capit-
al punishment,Elvis & even a couple
of Discharge songs.A11 the fine
studios,top producers,"talented"
musicians 6 quality stereos in the
world can never beat the buzz you
can get off listening to this type
of tape."100% HC Punk" it says on
the cover,and you can take it from
me.1=hey're _rio_11 Jo1<nc:($6 to Rey JF16/Rue Leon -Blum 2271>ahu Cotes/D'Ar-
mor/France) (S)
!d§§ 7"-2 trar of spot on power gui-
tar raunchiness with plenty oguts,0K
,a lot must've gone into the produc-
tion with Mr.Albini,but their style
' CONTINUE-P 9N BACK PRGE
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ANARCRUST IS AN A‘.-ESOME WALL OF POWER FROI‘~
ROTTERDAM,HOLLAND wHICH.ALSO HAS A LOT OF
SERIOUS THINGS TO SAY;THEY DID A FEW GIGS
OVER HERE LAST YEAR,HITCHING BETWEEN THEM
ALL (sow D.I.Y. CAN YA.GET£).THEN THEY est-
EASED THEIR OWN L.P. "FREEDOM OF COALESCEN-
CE" WHICH I WAS MIGHTILY IMPRESSED EY.NOi-J,
AGAIN,I WAS GONNA DO A PROPER INTERVIEw,BUT
THAT JUST DIN'T WORK OUT,I'M NOT GONNA GIVE
YOU ALL THE EXCUSES (D'YA.THINK THIS IS
FUCKIN SKDOL on SOMETHING???),AND so THIS
POSTAL INTERVIEW WILL JUST HAVE TO DO......
ANSWERS BY ED I THINK....
WHY'THE NAME "ANARCRUST",WHAT DO YOU FEEL
ABOUT BEOPLE LUMPING YOU TOGETHER WITH SO
C’-ALLED "CRUST" BANIl3'? WHICH IS NOT AT ALL
WHAT YOU SEEM TO BE TO ME.
Azuhen we started we thought about a name
for months but couldn't find one until I
introduced the name "Anarcrust" which I
used for compilations I made.3ecause it
didn't mean anything as one word we've chos
en that word.Also because it's got nine
letters from which the "C" is symetric with
an "R" on each side.Nice word.
We don't see ourselves as a "crust" band
but if people want to lump us together with
the so called crust bands it's fine by us.
we just make the music we want to make and
we don't care in which box people put us
in.I like the name "Orgasmic rock",that
comes close.
Q:WHAT ABOUT THE "ANAR-" PART ? DO YOU
BELIEVE IN ANARCHY OR IS IT SIMPLY AN OVER
USED WORD ?
A:Yes,everything we do is always as indepen
dant as possible and on a non comercial
basis.We believe in the freedom of every
individual without restricting each other.
By being conscious of our own actions we
try tounderstand more about ourselves and
others and their relationships.Anarchy
brings you back to your own self.It's con-
trol over yourself and your actions that
gives freedom.
Q:TELL US THE BEST & MOST INTERESTING THING
s ABOUT YOUR RECENT TOUR AROUND EUROPE!
A:THe most interesting on a tour are the
people you meet.We met really nice people
from which we learned a lot because their
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political situation in their country is
completely different.Being together 24 hour
a day for a couple of weeks is interesting
as well.Lots of fun,but also arguments.The
gigs were amazing,well it's something you
cannot put down on paper.We had one of the
best times of our lives.
Q:THOUGHB ABOUT YOUR LAST VISIT TO BRITAIN
'? ANY PLAAB TO RETURN ‘?
A:As I said,touring is a great experience
and the gigs in Britain were the first gigs
outside Holland which made it special as
well.He were supposed to come over in Novem
ber '90 but that was cancelled for various
reasons.we want to come back soon but it
takes some time to organize a tour,Hopefuly
we get it organized in Hay this year.If you
know any good reliable venues,please let us
know.
Q:HOLLAND SEEMS TO BE ONE OF THE MCBT
"FEE" AND EASY GOING COUNTRIES IN EUROPE,
WOULD YOU AGREE? HOW DO YOU THINK THINGS
WILL CHANGE THROUGH EURO-UNIFICATION ?
A:Yes,compared with other countries in Eur-
ope,Holland is the most "free" although its
not paradise.The unification of Europe will
probably bring a lot of things (like the
use of hash) down to European standards.
Because Holland is the most progressive in
Europe things will only get worse by bring-
ing things down to European standards.Nhat
exactly will happen is not clear but we
definately don't get better from it.
Q;TELL US A BIT ABOUT THE "ZUSTERHUIS" AND
OTHER THINGS GOING ON IN ROTTERDAM.HOW IS
THE SQUATTING MOVEMENT IN GENERAL IN
HOLLAND AT THE MOMENT ?
A:The squatters movement has changed in the
past ten years.After the big riots in the
early '80s the cooperation between squatt-
ers got less.A lot of people got disilusion
led or didn't want to get involved in the
violent evictions etc.By trying to build up
the movement again different groups of
squatters with different ideas got
conflicts and it seemed hard to get the
squatters movement back together again.One
and a half year ago two squats got evicted
in Amsterdam,where,for the first time since
long,squatters from all over Holland came
together with the slogan "We're back again"
Result a big riot and fires all over
Amsterdam and surprisingly NO ARRESTS1 That
day was a positive shot in the good direct-
ion for the movement.Half a year later,when
we did the tour in Britain,a huge squat in
Groni:gen,W.N.C. got evicted and 150 people
got arrested.In a way the squatters move-
ment was knocked down again.But it made the
relationship between squatters closer so we
will see what will happen in 1991.
"Het Zusterhuis" is a squat in Rotterdam
where 1O people live and seven cats and a
dog.It's quite big and we are working hard
to make a cafe and vegetarian restaurant.
There are a lot of small squats in Rotter-
dam but only one or two squatters pubs so
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before summer 91 there will be one in North
Rotterdam.There used to be a squatted hall
for gigs in R. but that got evicted.The
same people who ran that club squatted a
big school a few weekfl “KO and the Plans
for that are a concert hall/bar and pract-
ice oads and some are gonna live in it.As
you see,this winter in to not these things
back up for the spring/nummnrtime.
Q:YCYR LP IS CALLED "FREEDOM OF COALEJCENCE
"@fiLfDEE'NHSiMMA?
A:Freedom of C0&18HCflnUn muann the freedom
ofworking together and Qrnwing Lnhflthur,
also the freedom which you got from
working together.
i:YOU OBVIOUSLY PLACE \ LLT OF IMPORTANCE
on rose LYRICS A MEt:,uA,MHNP (IF ant)
EXTENT DO YOU THIHK'JHLj JILL UHURPP
THINGS ?
A:.-Boat we see is LHJLL nmmln end up in a
discussion,whethor they agree with us or
not.5ome people will lnnrfl something from
these discussions others don't.Ae want to
make clear that self consciousness is impor
tant in relationships with other people.If
you understand yourself it's easier to
understand other people.We know that a song
will never change the world and some people
will say "Ah,we heard all this before" but
some will learn from it.We definately learn
from the discussions with people.
q:THROUGHOUT HISTORY PEOPLE HAVE DREAMED,
IOPED FOR,FAUGHT AND HAD IDEAS ABOUT HOW TO
MAHE'?HLS HORLD A BETTER PLACE,DO YOU THINK
WE hi‘-I .‘JOW,OR EVER WILL BE,.-‘L-‘IY NEARER TO
PHE3£ JOAN}? IN WHNP MAY T
A:Jo,I'm pessimistic about that,I think by
the time people start to realize that it's
going out of hand,they are far too late.But
maybe I'm a pessimist,I hope.
%:YCUR MUSIC LS OBVIOUSLY METAL INSPIRED,
THOUGH CERTAINLY NOT JUST FOLLOWING A.FORM-
ULA.AHY DO SO MANY BANDS JUT DECIDE ON A
TYPE OF MUSIC AND THEN FOLLOW’THE "RULES"
FOR THAT MUSIC,AND DID YOU SET OUT TO BE
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it isn't wrong,to drink some be
to relax or to have some fun
but one day,you may discover
that isn't the only consequence
you need your beer to control yo
because you've messed up your life
so tell megwherss your pride
and independence,
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because you're addicted now.
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A:Naybe becauseytney just want to sound
like their favourite,I don't know,better
ask them! (coon POINTIE) we listen to
almost any kind of music and obviously get
inspired by it.He like the way metal bands
sound so we recorded our record in that
direction.We do set out yo be unpredictable
‘cos it's fun to play and funny to see
people struggling to follow the beat.It's
also interesting for people who watch and
listen to it.I guess it shows how it goes
in our heads.And the relationship between
the four of us.We all like different kinds
of music which result in impredictable
musical compostitions.
Q:WHAT DO YOU THINK ABOUT "CONSPIRACY-
TfiORI"I§"'? DO THEY HOLD ANY TRUTH OR ARE
THEY'SIHPLY PARANOID FEARS,OR EVEN BOTH ?
A:what conspiracy theories? Are you trying
to get us paranoid or what? (YES!)
q:WHAT DO YOU SEE FOR THE FUTURE OF THE
NEXT FEW YEARS IF/WHEN THE "GULF CRISIS"
BECOMES A WAR ?
A:A war could mean the use of poison gas
and nuclear arms etc you name it. We just
have to wait and see theres not much we can
do can we? Make love not war!
Q:DO YOU THINK THERES MUCH POTENTIAL FOR A

.‘-.lH'I-WAR MOV'-II-IENI‘ IN THE '60s/ '70s
ANTI VIETNAM WAR ?
A:Mqybe when a war breaks out a minority
will protest.I think that if this-moment“ '
Iraq is made our new enemy instead of
Russia.The cold war is over so now the
Middle I-last is made our onemy.I don't think
people are too fond of Moslems so I doubt
if there will be a mass protest.But you
never know how people will react.First I
hope there won't be a war at all but if
theres gonna be one I would like to see a
mass protest against it.It won't stop them
though ‘cos theres too much money etc
involved.Same old story.,,sad but true,
¢oI~""we:> m '2 PAc,E$
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He had a big red.mohican and was wearing a
Pink Turds In Space T-shirt,some ripped up
jeans and a pair of Docs.I noticed the rest
of the crew looked pretty different too,as
‘I was introduced to Spock,Bones,Scotty,
Uhura,Chekcv,Sulu and some others who I've
forgot the names of.I was led up~to the
bridge and from the view on the screen I
could see we were orbiting the Earth.I was
completely flabbergasted,and must've looked
it,cos the captain said "I guess you've got
a few questions so lets get that out of the
way before why we explain why you're here."
"But you lot aren't real!"
"We certainly are! We just did those shows
back in the '60s to earn a bit of cash."
"But howcom you're all punks?"
"Ah,we got sick of that game after we vist-
ed the planet Pogo and discovered what
lifes all about.We became space pirates.
Fuck the Federation!"
"What's the planet Pogo ?"
"That's where we're.going,you'll see soon
enough."
"OK,why did you beam me up then?"
"we need your help,we'll explain it all on

gmartiy‘ dréssed youngmeh :13: ::yptg"POS0,do y0u want a look around

house and asked if we wanted a satellite "I was amazed at all the wonders of 24th
dish.Especially as somone I'd never ever
seen in my life had just called looking
for a person going by the name of "Tad-
pole".HHY CAN'T THESE PEOPLE LEAVE ME
ALONE AND GO & PESTER SOME OTHER FOOL!
In the end they came in to talk to the
ropehead about it."It's a scam!" they prom
ised,"Tou get a month trial and pay fuck
all.It takes ‘em months to come & get it
back." It seemed they were trying to bank-
rupt their company,they carried on "Hey,
come on,skin up then! Don't you lot smoke
dope? we do all the time when we're workin
,it's great!" -
"Hey,have you had a party in here last
night? You lot live a real wild life don't
yer: 1|

Eventually they went and 2 weeks later
there was a satellite dish on the roof.The
only one on the street.The worlds first
sqyat with satelite telly,no gas,maybe,but
at least a sattelite dish.
SKY TV is fucking SHITE! Out of the 7 or 8
channels you are lucky enough to receive
there is nothipg worth watching,except for
Star Trek which is on every day.You can't
even get a clear picture if the weather is
bad,which is most of the time.
One day I was sat watching Star Trek when I
started to feel a slight tingling all over
my bodyywhich grew untill I felt myself
being sucked.through the TV screen,a1ong
the wires,up to the sattelite dish and shot
up into the air,the next thing I realised I
had been transported onto the Starship
Enterprise!
"Welcome aboard!",said some bloke,who I
guessed must've been Captain Kirk,though he
didn't look anything like on the TV serial.

Century science and at how friendly all the
folk on the ship were.It wasn't at all like
the military style space ship you see on
the telly.All decisions were arrived at by
mutual agreement and the captain was only
captain in name,in the tradition of the
original pirates (see last issue!).He had a
couple of fine beers in the ships bar.
"Specially beamed up from Dortmund,Germany"
the captain told me.They even had a gig
hall,many of the ships'crew of over 2OO had
formed bands,and I was told there would be
a couple of gigs on the way to Pogo.Eventu-
ally we returned to the bridge.
"Are we off to Pogo now ?"
"No",said Bones,"We'll orbit around this
ball of shit for a couple of days first and
pick up a few more supplies.Do you know any
good punk bands who'd wanna do a tour of
the planet Pogo?"
I thought hard about this and then reccomm-
ended a couple.Just think!The first earth
punks to tour on another planet! That night
Pleasant Valley Children and.Scraps played
an excellent show on the starship Enter-
prise in the gig hall which was enjoyed by
everyone.Unfortunqtely Mr. Sulu had a bit
too much to drink and set the wrong course
resulting in a collision with the Sky TV
Satellite.
"Shit!"said the captain,"I've warned that
bastard about drinking when he's on duty!"
The damae was pretty minor but had affect-
ed the warp factor mechamism.Not only that,
but it would alert the Earthlings to our
presence,who,from past experience,Spock
told me,were quite hostile,and would prob-
ably fire on us with their Star Wars sat-
ellites.

"Most illoglvul."hn ¢m||||nm|tnd.
"we've gnttn gut tha funk out of hero,nnd
fast",na.‘ld Hm nn||,"Ml', !lu1u,go to your
quarters mu! Hn||n|' up! (Ihnknvmnt I-1 cmwnn

"Yeah,but we're all earthlings too!"I said.
"Not anymore! Earthlings are characterised
by being ignorant,beckstabbing,2 faced
fuckin biggots,the sooner the arsehples

for the nthnr flldn 01' thn Mum}! Iicntty! dggtr-Qy '9m3e]_ve5’the better fgr rest i
Warp 1'n.nt.m' '1!" ;of the Universe! OK,rnaybe '10% are decent
"Ah dllllln klluw ll‘ till nlll du 1!. Cll]ItJ1il'1! f‘Q1]('b11t th3_t'g part of 0111' project!"
Therm urn vnry (lullmltu luntrulnuntn that'vr-owithin Q deye we were leaving the 3013,39 3y-5
been dnmngud hnru.A dinnu know if the tem,eur m1e31e;Te go te the planet PQgQ’TQ
circuits Gin hulldlu fit!" was the reply. hgmek out new punk scenes and civilisation,
"Theres a bottle of Buckfast in it for you re boldly so where he Earth punkg had gene

' t h i '"if you can do it,we ve go no c o ce. :>efe1-e,,,
"Theres a 1 in a million chance but we _
might just pull thru."Scotty promised. ANDRE COIVHDETITO
Pretty soon we had soarded to the other Qhmat is life on the planet Pogo like ‘?
side of the Moon and were attempting to ow did the P.V.C. and.Scraps tour go ?
communicate with the Moon men. Ejhy did the Pogo punks need the help of the
"This is captain Kirk of the Starship Enter Earth punke ?
prise"
"Is it fuck! Finn off!" said the mean lookau

What was the mysterious project the Enter-
prise crew had planned ?

1116 bastard "'1 W" "<‘=Y‘"""- flDo you know the answers to these and some
"Yes it is! And we nund your help!" more questions ? If ya-do then write a
"W911 i1?'B '»""H|\ "|\1"¢""'T‘" WHY-" °stoI'Y about it for next R.H. and lets have
The argument want ull Fur‘ lmlf‘ an hour _ e. bit better response than last time!
before they ngrund tn hnlp us with the phe writer of the best Story-will receive Q

a_ . . -repairs and glvu NH numn :11 lithium ohryst
ls. "Thats mum: mnn I'm‘ ya! ‘Pliny always
enjoy a good nrgumnnt."nuplnlnud Kirk,"But
at least you kuuw wlmrn ‘yml nrn with thllm
l0t,unlike filnklll l'In|'tl|ll||p;n."l|n mtld with

tccntemp
fI!!!!!

The 1' alllnl g+~!|\;:_ lihru n hm! patch l'i_rm!nci
ally late lnnt yum" A. vurimli u|m it dnwrm,but
things seem m»|w;1."m||q up an thu club approa-
ches its Tnntln mullvn|'rmry,tImrn will be a "megB'
gig" to onlnhrntn In lntn April/eairly I'1ay.0thcr
things happnlnllng urn the gunum league with po01/
dominoes/tnhln I'nni.\e,tlu1l‘rm 11180 HOW F1 full
size Sl'10nkn|' tnhle u|mtn!|'n,quiz night etc.A
grant hm: |mnH u||p|Inl1 I'm" expenses to paint e.
mural on thn nutflldn wull.There is a womens
weekend ptmmml fur May/.Iune,& heres some other
event.-u umnlmr, up!
MARCH 1'mI-llunm Ynrrn:-1 + 5 or 4 others

" luth or Ibth-Milk & Headcleaner
" 95rd-Kulturo & Concrete Sox (TBC)
" Pyth-Punk band night.

APRIL nth-All dayer with Sofa Head,Drive,Flame
On,5leep (Chaos UK+Conc.Sox TBC)+more

fird-Oi PO110i
llth-Cnnflict+Disaster (TBC)

" lUth Hlyth Power
" '.'1)t.h--l!rn|m+-.'ilum Turkeys (TBC)

mui<n‘nuurne thn bur In open every afternoon &
night mmupt MHlll1H_YH 3!. Ihlmluy Afternoon.PLUS
there in Imw u lntn |!Hl*II.'lI'* for the gig flO0I‘ On
Thurs,Fri A-. !lnl.m'1h|_yr1 wlmn tluwnu something On.
Anti (101112 f()r§-mt tlm "Amp; nnliu UH the top flO0I‘¢
Of course,help in nmulmi I'm‘ ull this,mak_'i.ng
pQ51§eI'S 8;; ne‘wfl1|1I,Ln['fl'11nnh|IU{,}{!lU\!'l C011BCtl1'lg,

going on the dcor,u.rrnup;lmr, p;1gr1",v l,mming,rep-
airs & maintainance,nr puttiflfi Hut rocords.If

satellite dish,an "I Eat Snot" T-shirt and
40 pints of beer or a box of chocolates.All
entries must be in by 15th June 1990-
 

you can help,get in touch,IJON'I‘ BE A PASSIVE CON-
SUMMR,IT'S YOUR CLUB so GET INVOLVED a HAVE A

AY,MEEPINGS EVERY SUNDAY AT B.50.If you want
more info,or you band wants to play or whatever
thou contact:1 in 12 CLUB:21-2} Albion St/
HrncH.'or¢1/West York:-1,or phone (0274) 734 160.
The worst of the 1 in 12 Club Vol 9/1O is fina-
lly out going under the name of "Wild & Crazy
Noise Merchant§",which is a pretty fair descrip-
tion,this_double LP features Godorrhoea,Psycho
F1owers,Paradox UK,Active Minds,Slander,Trottel,
Chumbawamba,Spongetunnel,M 4 Alice,Indian Dream,
Telic Tribe,Pink Turds In Space,Sofa Head,Nitro-
Puppy,Incest Bros,FUAL,Harfear & a few more.This
is mostly punky/hardcore sounds with a bit more
variety on the last side,the majority of it bein
surprisingly good,most of the bands giving trax
that show them at their best.Also comes with a
booklet & to be totally honst this'is a simply
smashing LP & well UOI'1h yer £27 to 1 IN 12 RECS.
¢/o The Club.

O A
Q:IF YOU HERE GOING TO HAVE YOUR TONGUE
CHOPPED OFF BUT COULD SAY 50 WORDS FIRST,
WHAT JOULD THEY BE ?
A:I would speak out my magic formula which
I can't tell you out I can say it would
save my tongue.Maybe the formula will not
-have that much effect but my breath will!
OK,THANKS TO ED FOR TAKING THE TIME TO
same urrrs us some or are »z0m.n or visom,
BEST OF LUCK TO THE POPPER HIIB OF ANAH-
CRUST,AND THE KIDS OF THE ZUSTERHUIS TOO.IF
YOU WANNA WRITE OFF FOR THEIR LP OR HHAT-
EVER HERE THE tDREE3:PO Box 56525 ‘

5007 EA Rotterdam
HOLL:§.ND.

ONE WAY 'I‘1C}{EI‘ TO CUHEs- interviews as well as
VILL}-!*4-?_Op tp P? Hindso poems,cartoc:nS and lot
r Rd F‘ormby/Herseyside/ ore lunacy from the

37 6D‘f.(P1ea.s,-mt ‘Valley most sober & polite cha
ilmn-"=1" ;*:_S_*=_%,mm 2aMs.xas_-l.__.._ as.-"L.


